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All the news that's fit to print
WEEKLY  NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, AUGUST 28, 1908 VOLUMEXXVII, NO 34
FROM THE IMPERIALf CHRISTIAN COUNTY SOLDIERS CHARGED
FARMERS' INSTITUTE
AN AUTHORITATIVE STATE-  BY TODD AUTHORITIES WITH
MENT IS RECEIVED The Christian County Farmers' in- gave an unusually sound talk on the 
BREAKING INTO CAR
Has Made No Offer For Any Growing
Crop.—May Be Ready For
Negotiations.
In order to secure an authoritative
statement regarding the report that
the Imperial Tobacco company had
made a tentative offer of $9 per hun-
dred pounds for the 1908 crop of to-
bacco in Christian and possibly
other counties the Kentucky New
Era wrote to the headquarters of the
company at Henderson. In response
te.this a letter was received this
morning which denies that any offer
has been made for the present grow-
ing crop but intimates strongly that
the Imperial will be in the market
for tobacco later on in the season
and states that the company is ready
to negotiate with any of the farmers
organization. The full correspond-
ence is given here.
Hopkinsville, Ky.,August 22,1908
The Imperial Tobacco Co.,
Henderson, Ky.
Gentlemen:
In our issue of Thursday the at-
tached article relating to the pur-
chase of tobacco in Christioan coun-
ty by your company was used, it be-
ing based as you will see more or
less on run- or.
- The publication of the article
caused quite a good deal of comment
and naturally some of this was to
the effect that the:offer had not been
made. Since then too. we have also
heard that you had not only made
the offer of $9 around for the Chris-
stitute held at Salubria Springs
on 21-22 was successful in every way,
except attendance. Does seem
strange that the best farmers in
South Christian should neglect such
an opportunity to talk to each other
of what they are doing, and talk to
such melt as Roudebush and others
of what is going on way beyond our
teritory. The first 4ay's attendance
was doubtlessly lessened by the
south bound train from Hopkins-
importance of teaching the elements
of agriculture in our public schools.
This is a matter that our educators
have talked of for some time and
seems now to be attracting the at-
tention of people generally.
Mr. Lowell Roudebush gave a very
entertaining and profitable talk on
poultry. He went into details of
feed, housing and setting, and qspe-
chilly urged that more lime-meal
and bone-meal be fed biddie. Mrs.
vale being 3,1; hours late. Still we D. C. Williams had a paper on the
had a nice attendance of ladies and same subject that was very much
enthusiastic alfalfa growers. appreciated, and I am sure Mr.
This topic was discussed the entire Roudebush will have some new mat-
afternoon by Messrs. Lowell Ronde- ter to present when he talks poultry
bush, of New Richmond, 0., Jeff J. at his future appointments.
Garrott, of Pembroke, who has 20 or Wheat was discussed by Mr. Rog-
30 acres, Mr. P. E. Bacon, of Tren- ers, Mr. S. J. Banks, Mr. Roudebush
ton, who has 25 or 30 acres; A. R. and others. Mr. Banks gave an ac-
Gohlson, of Clarksville, Tenn,. who
has 100 acres in river bottom; Geo.
V. Green, of Hopkinsville, who has
several pieces, and R. C. CI enshaw,
former assistant secretary of agri-
calture. Alfalfa was talked as it
has never before beee in this county
much valuable information being
gathered and given. There is being
seeded a larger acreage this season
than ever. The consensus of the but the cost of production is against
discussion seems to a thorough seed us and we will have to raise corn,
bed; weed seed must be eliminated alfalfa and stock: that our corn crops
by frequent harrowing, discing and are equal to any of the corn belt in
rolling; seed bed must be three to quantity, and quality best on earth,
five inches deep; must be fine and I and g our corn bread is only measured
compact; must use 15 to 25 pounds by the cleverness of our women folks
seed---,Mr.S.J. Banks says 30 pounds who are most excellent cooks.
or more, and I bdieve he is nearer Good Roads, we had hoped, would
ccrrect than any of the others. Joe I be a feature of this meeting, but was
tian county crop but stood ready to Wing says as line alfalfa as he ever a disappointment as
 few seemed to
take that produced in Trigg and saw grows on hills in East 'relines- take any interest in it.
Todd counties at the same price' 
provided it would he delivered to 
see,and grown by Mr. McDonald, 30 Judge C. 0. Prowse did not come
,
you loose in this city. As we under to 35 pounds per acre
 being used. and only two of our magistrates,
'
stand the offer, if it has beet. made, I It was ag,reed by all the above ex- Garrott and Morris, wer
e on hand.
is for the entire crop grown this year perts that seed should be sown from County Attorney J no. C. Duffy
in these three counties. 
. Aug. 15th to Sept. 15th; should be I
If you ewe to make an authorita-
made an instructive talk on county
tive statement in regard to the mat- put in the grown 1 to 
l, inches and ! finances and told how the $44,000
ter, we would be glad to have it, • harrowed, and, I will add,cio not eat was expended last year. Wha
t we
Yours Truly or sleep utitii it is rolled. All advu- want, is more and better roads' for
The Kentucky New Era. cated use of all manure one can *get the money spent. LA's stop sending
In response to this the following both before and after sowing. Some men out tail' mud holes and fill in
Letter was received today: put no special emphasis on inocu- the time. Lets adopt Some system
Henderson, Ky., August 26, 1908. lation; other, e4pecially Mr. S. J. I that will make these patch gangs I
The Kentucky New Era, Banks, of Trenton, who is thorough- responsible to some body. Let's stop 
rant for the men's arrest. When
Hopkinsville, Ky. Lieut. Rogers was apprised of thisly inoculated with the iMportance filling mud holes, but use all the
Gentlemen :— and asked for the prisoners he in-
Yours of 22nd. inst., addressed of growing alfalia,says by all means 
revenue in building pikes to county
to the Imperial Tobacco Co., and sow 400 to 500 pounds of soil from an
enclosing clipping from the New old alfalfa field to each acre and
Era of the 20th., has been received, harrow it in just before seeding. I
The substance of the clipping is
that the company had made a ten_ am sure Mr. Banks is right here as
tative offer of nine cents for the en- this wilt help the plant get a start,
tire growing crop of Christian coun- as nailing except well decomposed
ty tobacco, and that it is supposed manure will do. and with the man-
that the offer extends to other coun-
ties. Your article dwells upon the ure wilt make it a quick strong
importance of the supposed offer plant tnat will soon be self-sustain-
and states that "it is not yet known ing.
how such an offer will be received
by the Planters' Protective associa- From four to six tons per acre
Lion.' each year seems to be the yield, and Agriculture, w
ho was on hand both
You say in your letter that the the, hay much better and higher days, for his many kindnesses and
article is based more or less on prompt compliance with our re-
tative statement in regard to the All agreed that it will 
priced than clover or any other hay.
rumor, and then ask for an .authori- grow well on quests. -We appreciate having an
matter. any well drained land in this sec- honest clear h
eaded man as coin-
Your article must be based en- don that has good red clay, subsoil, missioner who is doing all he can to
tirely on rumor, as there is no fact
upon which it rests, the company and-from w
hit I can learn about it build up the . farmers' interests in
not having heard of the rumor until from reports from Kansas and 
Col_ Kentucky.
it found its way into print. orado our lands will beat them as , We had a good me
eting and a good
The Imperial Tobaceo company of far as we do with wheat and corn, time, though we missed J
oe Wing
Kentucky has not made, nor has it I do not b •lieve there is any better very much, also missed 
Mr. Robt.
been asked to make, any offer for alfalfa soil than in the Black Patch, F. Dulaney and Mr. W. 
C. Cook, of
any crop now growing.  and that in 10 years the alfalfa crop Bowling Grien. Well,you
 absentees,
The foregoing meets yeur request will be worth as much as tobacco, better 
get yourselves in shape as we
for an authoritative statement, but wtieat or corn crop. ' Lime, more 
are going to hold our May Institute would be fought to the bitter ehd if
we take oceasion to say that should at Salubria Springs next sprin
g and the military authorities attempt to
-the requirements of this company lime, much lime, too much lime and we want to show yo
u all that ,his is shield them from arrest and trial.
mfor the next season justify its doing still too much lime," sass Joe Wing. the ost delightful as we itll e health-
so, it will, when the proper time ar- By the way, Joe Wing says that af- ful place in 
the sttte; that the 
— 
the following appointments of dele-
rives, be pleased to enter int ter this becomes a great alfalfa see- 
management does all that can beo
negotiations wit h any of the associa- done to make everybody have a 
Keeps Them Healthy. gates:
tion he wants a plain.limestone slab pleafant time, and that he succeedstions controlling ttbacco of the 1908 
TO INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
crop, and, should an agreement be erected to Ws memoiy testifying is proven by the one opin
ion of TUBERCULOSIS AT WASHIN“TON, IL
reached, regarding terms as to price that he was the first man to urge the every one wh
o ehjeya • those big Chas. Stephenson, Clintonville, 
liberal application of lime to our 
says: "I cured my hogs with., ' 
C. SEPT 21 TO OCT. 12:—
quantities of suitable tobaccos as its and beautiful lawn. • 
13r. R. L. Woodard, Dr. J. B.and •delivery, to purchase such .. shade trees and spacious 
porches Ky
Bourbon Hog Choleia Remedy and
business may then seem to require. soils and sowing alfalfa. Judging CHAS. E. BARKER. 
Jackson, Dr. Preston Thomas, Dr.
Thanking you for the opportunity from this meeting the time for this
count of a drag he has made that
Carl Meacham and W. R. Brasher,
must be a very useful tool and is
well worth the attention of our big privates, who Burrus charge
s he
found in the act of temoving a case
wheat growers. Mr. Roudebush says
we shall have to quit raising wheat, of whisky, from a freight car on the
as in 15 years the Canadian north- night of August 16.
west, Russia and Argentina will run The men were arrested by Burrus
us out of the market, that we grow and taken to their headquarters,
where Lieut. Rogers, commanding
the best wheat in the world and as t
much of it as any part of America, he detail, promised they would ap-
pear in court the next morning.
When the men were brought up
they were held in bond of $250 each,
charged with larceny and car-break-
ing, but Lieut. Rogers promised to
maintain a strict guard over them,
and he was permitted to take charge
of the prisoners. In the meantime,
it is said, he communicated with
Maj Bassett at Hopkinsville, who
is in charge of the state Coops in
this portion of the state, before
whom he laid the facts in the case.
"Hold them at the point of the
bayonet if necessary," Bassett is
alleged to have said.
No attempt to disturb the men
was made, however, until the coun-
ty authorities were communicated
-WIS. Comity Attorney Mallory ad-
vised the local authorities to wait
until he could learn the facts
thoroughly. This wah done, and City I
Marshal R.L.Burrus received a war-
Warrants I-or Their Arrest Are Is-
sued.— Developments of Interest
Are Expected.
GUTHRIE, Ky., Aug. 27.—A
warrant sworn out here last night
by Joe Burrus, a watchmaa employ-
ed by the Louisville dc Nashville
railroad, for the arrest of two mem-
bers of the detail of militia stationed
here, charging them with breaking
into a car for the purpose of stealing,
probably marks the beginning of a
bitter fight between the civic and
military authorities in the tobacco
district. The wafrant was issued for
Increase Your Crops
BY USING , 
COMBINED
FERTILIZERS!
Raw Bone and Guana Mixture,
Dissolved Bone with Potash
and Bone Meal.
WE SELL THE
KENTUCKY WHEAT DRILL
We have it in all sizes. The Kentucky Drill has a
Cone-shaped Bearing on Disc. Guaranteed
against wear or breakage for five years.
Paris Green arid Paris Green
Sprayers!
Come in and Examine Our Goods
Before You Buy.
R A. YOST CO.
INCORPORATED
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
$
.41 6125 Per AcreFor Tobaccoin Florida
The Year Book of the United States Department of Agriculture
shows the above figures, as against $90.78 for Kentucky and $78.40
for Tennessee. These governmental reports must be correct.
Columbia County, Florida '1st the hest eos4 it nh et hperiSztae, t t.
the last State Fair, on Sea Island Cotton, Rice, Oats, Hay, Corn,
Sweet Potatoes, etc., together with the big $500 premium for best
agricultural display—eearly $1,000 in all.
Columbia county alone could easily produce
a tobacco product more valuable than that
of the entire United States - - wag
If you are considerind a change write for descrip-
tive circular [telling *hat oners are doing) to
HATCHER St APPLEYARD,
4t Lake City, Fla.
Narnes Delegates 1
limits: 
•
The Institute elected Mr. Charles
-E. Barker, of Pembroke Farmers'
club delegate, and Mr.AllenOieren,of
Church Hill grange, as alternate to
State Farmers' Institute. One or
both will go and do all they can for
Christian county and state's best In-
terest.
formed the Marshal that they ihad
been removed from camp last Sun-
day night by Maj. Bassett, and that
their whereabouts are unknown.
The men were taken away by Bas-
sett in person, according to Lieut.
Rogers, and he had no authority to
interfere with a superior officer.
No mention of the fact was made
A resolution was passed thanking to the city authorities by Basse
tt,
Mr. •Rankin, our commissioner of and.cause for the action is unknown.
The men did not deny that they were
in the car when liscovered, but said
they were authorized to take this
action, A high railroad official has
stated that the soldiers had no such
authority, and that the company
wOuld make no distinction between
thtto and any other prisoners charg-
ed with car-breaking.
County Attorney Mallory advised
Marshall Burrus that a demand
on Maj. BasSett for the prisioners
would be made, and that the case
A Turkey Remedy. and they have not been troubled R. C. Hardwick, W. H. Southall,
clipping from your paper, we are with disease or sickness." For sale
Very Truly Yours, Mr. John A. McClure gave a very — 
E. H. Higgins.
by L. L. Elgin.
The Imperial Tobacco Conapany of interesting talk on the state fair and Mrs. L. F. Heathman, Clinton-
Kentucky. Incorporated. *- 
-... 
showed why we should all go and ville, Ky., says: "I have tried a
Per EDWIN HODGE, Gen'l Mana- learn and see much that will be of number of remedies, hut Bourbon Beginning Saturday, the 
public
ger.
great use. No doubt he is right and Poultry Cure is the only Teinedy I library will hereafter ,he open 
on
that this will be the greatest fair have ever found that will cure sick Saturdays and Tuesda3s from 2 
to 4
ever held in the state. Prof. Dudley turkeys." For sale by L. L. Elgin. o'clock.
have since used it as a preventive R. F. McDaniel, Barksdale Hamlett,
to correct the rumor set forth in the dedication is near at hang.
KINDLING for sale. Several loads
of good kindling. Call 36. 3t
• ,..101,../....".01.0.-Y.,ile////ii///147•Y/YAIKle'..' • ' •
r‘1/4 Christian County The
GreatHorse Show Peery ke;Di
??1,•?& J . ?. 1711?"WoWilY IAIWRIAWN. %WI/ .1 &MOW ."44 V/MY///491'
3,4,5
Afternoon
and Evening
More and
Better
Horses
Than Will
be Shown
at any-
Other
Kentucky
Fair this
Year
--41111110111040.40..t._
4
TO GOOD ROADS CONVENTION, AT
STATE FAIR (;ROUNDS, SEM'. 17: —
John C. Duffy, J. E. Moseley, C.
F. Jarrett, A. M. Wallis, Frank
Rives, John Feland. David Smith,
J. W. Murphy,L. H. Davis, M. F.
Crenshaw, A. H. Anderson, John B.
Chilton.
MUCH ALARMED,
Great anxiety and distress are felt
by the friends and relatives of the
Rev. Hugh Gregory, formerly of
this county, who is now in' India,
serving as a Methodist missionary.
In a letter to members of his family
here he states that an uprising of
natives against the missionaries is
expected and that his life was in im-
minent peril. Mr. Gregory is twen-
ty-two years old and has a wife and
one child.
. 
„.
I Pembroke Farmers and Merchants I
Champion Saddle Ring
THURSDAY NIGHT
Premium, $1,000.00
Twenty or More of Kentucky's Most r:JrCas Satta!e
Horses Will Bo Entered in This Ring.
 •dasmossall
All trains going each
way will stop at Pem-
broke during the Horse 1"
 
 IShow.
Season Tickets
Adults $2.00
Children: • • •
--77712r 4.2021=usrmff.'7•
r
4•'•41%. .
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2E11E0 WITH 'FORM COMBINATION
ECZEMA  n YEARS
Limb Peeled and Foot Was Like
Raw Flesh—Had to Use Crutches;
and Doctors Thought Amputation
Necessary — Montreal Woman
Writes of Cure Seven Years Ago.
BELIEVES LIFE SAVED
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I have been treated by doctors for
twenty-five years for a bad case of
eczema on my leg. They did their best,
but failed to cure it.
My doctor had ad-
vised me to have my
leg cut off, but I
stud I would try the
Cuticura Remedies
first. He said, "Try
, them if you like, but
I do not think they
will do any good."
At this time my
leg was peeled from the knee, my foot
was like a piece of raw flesh, and I had
to walk on crutches. I bought a cake
of Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura
Ointment, and a bottle of Cuticura
Pills. After the first two treatments
the swelling went down, and in two
months my leg was cured and the new
skin came on. The doctor could not
believe his own eyes when he saw that
Cuticura had cured me and said that
he would use t for his own patients.
I used two cakes of Cuticura Soap,
laree boxes of Ointment, and five bot-
tles of Resolvent, a.: d I have now been
cured over seven years, and but for
the Cuticura Remedies I might have
lost my life. I have lots of grand-
children, and they are frequent users
of Cuticura, and I always recommend
it to the many people whom my busi-
ness brings to my house every day,
Mrs. Jean-Baptiste Renaud, clairvoy-
ant, 277, Mentana St., Montreal, Que.,
Feb. 20, 1907."
SLEEP FOR BABIES
Rest for Mothers.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep for
skin-tortured babies, and rest for tired,
fretted mothers, in warm baths with
Cuticura Soap and gentle anointings
with Cuticura Ointment, the great skin
cure, and purest of emollients.
Cuticura Soap (25e.), Cuticura Ointment (50e.).
and Cutieura Resolvent 50e.). ( in the form of
Chocolate Coated Pills 25e. per vial of GO). Sold
throuzbout the world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp.,
Sole Props.. Boston. Maas.
'sr Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
MONEY FOR GROWERS. ,
OWENSBORO, Ky., Aug. 21.—
During the past few days the Green
River Equity warehouse Company
has paid out $60,000 to the tobacco
growers who pooled the 1906 crop
with this organization. This is the
last payment on this crop.
EXPECT BAIL.
JACKSON, Ky., Aug. 21.—The
friends of Beach Hargis today con-
fidently predict that he will be al-
lowed bail during the progress of
his trial, which begins next Monday,
Hargis is stated to be in a very bad
way physically.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
ELKTON, Ky., Aug. 21.—Dr. R.
R. Grady, of this county, state sen-
ator far the district composed of the
counties of Todd, Simpson and
Logan, during the sessions of 1904
and 1906, announced today for ,re-
presentative for the election of 1909.
subject to the action of the Demo-
cratic party.
SOME MORE IN-TRIGUE.
PADUCAH, Ky., Aug. 21.—It is
reported that in parts of Trigg coun-
ty. Night Riders are seeking to run
people out to secure property cheap.
One old man wh ) does net raise to-
ALL OF THE ToeAcco ASSOCIA-
TIONS GET TOGE1 HER.
Will be Known as Union Tobacco So-
ciety—Incorporated Under Laws
of Kentucky.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., Aug.
421. —T11.3 convention of delegates
from the various Tobacco Growers'
organizations of Kentucky, Tennes-
see, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin and West Virginia adjourned last
night after adopting the following
articles of incorporation:
"Charter of the Union Tobacco so-
ciety. We, the undersigned, adopt
the following articles of incorpora-
tion for the purpose of organizing a
corporation under Article 8, Chapter
32, of the Kentucky Statutes, having
no capital stock and not erganized
for profit. The name of the corpora-
tion shall be Union Tobacco society.
The principal place of business of the
corporation, Louisville, Ky., and it
shall have such branch offices at
other places in this and other states
as the best interests of the corpora-
tion may require.
"The nature of the business 'to be
transacted, promoted and carried on
shall be to promote the interests of
all of the growers of tobacco in the
United States by disseminating in-
formation relating to the planting,
growing, housing, handling and sell-
ing of tobacco, and to improve the
quality of tobacco, to assist in the
sales of tobacco and to act as agents
to that end, and to assist in securing
fair and remunerative prices for to-
bacco, and for the promoting of these
objects to co-operate with other to-
bacco societies, corporations and or-
ganizations having the same general
objects in view.
"It is the purpose and object of
this association to become the cen-
tral head and general association in
which all the present tobacco grow-
ers' societies and organizations of
the United States may unite, and
through which the game may act
and transact business as a unit and
as one body, and to decide all con-
troversies between the different
organizations, members of this so-
ciety, and to thus simplify and re-
duce to uniformity the various meth-
ods and means of producing,
handling, storing and selling tobacco
so, and to be all such other things
as may be necessary to secure the
active co-operation of all tobacco
growers' organizations.
'This organization may have and
receive as active members of its
separate organizations, societies, as-
sociations, corporations and organi-
zations of every description engaged
in the furtherance of the same ob-
jects and purposes herein set out and
it shall have all the rights, power,
privileges and authority of a body
corporate necessary and proper to
enact it to do and perform all the
objects and purposes herein contem-
plated. The affairs of the company
shall be conducted by a board of
at least nine directors which shall
consist of individual members from
each society, association, corpora-
tion or organization a member here-
in, who shall be elected annually en
or before Tuesday after the first
Saturday in October of each year by
such society, association or organi-
zation. The basis of representation
of each society on such board shall
be one member of each subordinate
bacco has received a Night Rider organization and an additional mem-
letter to quit, ber for each 50,000,000 pounds of to-
- 
bacco controlled by such organiza-
MUST PAY FOUR DOLLARS: 
tion during the year next before the
—
election may be held, provided that
FRANKFORT. Ky., Aug. 21.—It no organization shall have more than
develops that Sanford Hall has not three representatives on the board
yet had his fine remitted and cannot of directors but no society, associa-
take advantage of the governor's of-
ficial act until he pays the secretary
of stitte a fee of $4, a fee required in
case.where a fine is remitted, and
this lee Las not been paid, so Hall
is not entitled to the pardon. As he
is said to be in hiding, his friends
will have to produce the fee.
I "The board shall meet on the first
RELEASE ON BAIL Thursday after the first Saturday in
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 21.— October of each year as its annual
Gov. Willson, in response to a num- meeting and at such time shall elect
ber of questions, in a statement says the other officers of the comp
any
he would issue requisitions for the and at such other times and on 
such
return of former (Joy. Taylor and notice as the bylaws may prescribe
former Secretary of State Finley it may hold called meetings. The
from Indiana to this state to stand officers shall ',e president, secretary
trial for complicity in the murder of and such 0 he officers as the by-laws
William Goebel. may reqr ire. All off cers shall hold
th( ir term of office f( r one year and
until their suce zsors are elected and
qualitie, , u dess removed for cause
by the board of directors. The presi-
dent shall at the annual election, by
The governor, however, said that
he would insist upon them being re-
leased on bail. Commonwealth's
Attorney Robert Franklin says he
will resist any motion that Taylor
and Finley may make for their re-
lease oa bail, as he claims the con-
stitution provides that persons in-
dicted for capital punishment can
not be so indicted.
tion, e orporation or organization_
shall have any represntation on said
bard whose contracts under which
It controls its tobacco do not con-
form to the bylaws of this corpora-
tion and a vote of two-thirds of the
total board shall determine any
question arising under this clause.
the advice and subject to the approv-
al of the said b aird, appoint an ex-
ecutive committee consisting of five
members of the board, of which the
president shall be ex-officio a mem-
SEEDS
BLUME'S SEZDS SUCCEED!
SPECIAL OFFER:
Made to build New Iluainettit. A trial wiLl
make you cur p.2.r:Lanc.z..t
prize collect/ell vitr!f•-,Eql; Let-
tuf—.
ii the nr,ect; Turnip. 7 s testy Le-
ties ; 10 aye,. e..a0weeta,-; ear:elie3 tu all.
Write to-day; hien-lion this Paper.
.P.PWW".04.1.4..°4"1...."""P•A"-......"11Agati"Ok M."
SEND 10 er'''S
to rover postage and packing R -
collection of Soeils pogtpail •
Instructive, Beautiful .
tells all about the Beat
H SiBan. .s,
ber are el aiirmio. w h ieh • II
shall have active, chari..a• ard lull
authority 1,1 transact the let -in
the coilipan Iwn the beard t: nn:
in sessien.
corporatOot shall begin
mess on Toursday after tile
Saturday it ()weber. Ras, and
bus
tinue ff.!' 1W-11tY-tiVe t ay.
sooner dtsselved, n pr..vid.•
law. The big! •". aingelio I • • d(-01-
edness which the corporate"' tint
at any time incur shall oe $1,000,000.
The property of the ineoc—rs of the
corperation shall not to • subj er
the debts of the corporation.
"Any society, associatien. c,•roor-
ation or organization invited to be-
come a member of this cot porat ion
shall, at a meeting of its memheis
regularly held pursuant to its char-
ter and by-laws, agree, by a resolu-
tion t3 be spread up m its minuteA,
to accept as binding and to conform They are well and no cases of ill-
to and be controlled by this charter ness have yet been reported. The
and by-laws and all rules and Ft-4'1T members of the local company have
lotions of this org an.zation, and'no idea how much longer they will
shall present a copy of such r. ole- remain in the field, but think they
tion to the secretary hereof. duly. will see service the rest of the sum-
signed by its chief offt2er a'.1 at- mer.—Madisonville Ilustler.
tested by its secretary or
whereupon, if the sam be approv..41
by the board of this cemeale% ,
applicant shall be enrolled od
become a regular member het e 1."
The articles aro signed by C a r •tive
Lebus, p esident of the Burley To-
bacco society; W. C. McChord, M.
0. Hughes, Craw ferd Wh den, J. F.
Rice, J. F. DOSS, H. C. 41sIeY, J.
M. Rice, H. F. Ray, J. W. S vallow,
W. E. Bibb, J. W. Dunn and F. F.
Brown.
DOING PATROL El'
DETAILS FFtUNI E. COMPANY HAS
BEEN SHIFTED.
Madisonville Boys of The State Guards
Are StaiionEd at Cerulean Springs
And Gracey.
.Advices received from the mem-
leers of Company E who are seeing
ietive duty in the section of West-
iii Kentucky which suffered from
:•aids from the Night Riders say that
:apt. Shanks and a detail of nine
'pal are now stationed at Cerulean
•;prings, having been transferred
rem Cobb to this point, Lieut.
,ay find the remainder of the detail
frem Co., E. 11 men (there being 20
II in all) are at Gracey. W..en
the detail from Co.E.waa first called
out on active duty. the headquarters
were made at Cobb. A detail from
Cu. A. of Bowling Green, has since
relieved them at Cobb and are now
on duty there. Permanent camps
have been established at Cobb, Ce-
i ulean and Uritee'.•.
he members of Co. E. do patrol
duty at night, guarding the roads,
tiobacco factories, warehouses, and
the depots and other property of the
Illinois Central Railroad Company.
The Truth
Every person in this city who is suf.
fering from Eczema, Pimples, Dand-
/cuff or any form of skin or scalp dis-
ease, can find relief and be permanent-
ly cured by Zemo, a clean liquid for
external use. All durggists sell ZEMO
Sold by A (Jerson $.V., Fowler Drug
C e., incorporated.
-----=4•111112M. 
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Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
complete. Angels smile at
and commend the thoughts
and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle.
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall feel the thrill
of motherhood. Every woman should know that the danger and pain
of child-birth can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
renders pliable all the parts,
assisting nature in its work.
By its aid thousands of
women have passed this
crisis in safety. drtii.g0Ogi srirser Valntlaeboief
book of information to women sent free.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.
J3AB-wy"
(DICE
0711E14
FRIEND
it it dis•#r'Jr Gait dall....$11-41 eit...$11, dad
Bethel Female College,
'irwr'716"--arts- 7r71""71'3411° 71'ilr7r-71PW'70
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select home school
for young women and girls. Full complement of tried teachers.
Every attention to whatever concerns true womanhood. Thorough-
ness, Comfort, Culture.
Write for Catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
. Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
For High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb. Phone 270 Howe Phone 1408
6 Pieces"Sanito"Cooking Ware
Absolute:y
Given Aw iy!
_•••••••• =MUM
tine
t Ili ,fla
1
One Kettle.
Capacity 2 quarts
t
;
1 I
One 2 ple‘c Scit-tiasting ;
Roasie-r, lull site.
7•-• - • 11 ,41lle Ja—
i I /
Onr 1.41cc • .n, captic-
ty 2 quarts
•
Ultuuata,.: an, ca mo-
ity 1qi in
E AbsolutelyGiven Away!
What "Sanito" Is
It is the ware yoo see ad verti Aed in all the leading Ladies magazines, especially those
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it fr 
om th
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expr( s4age. The great excellence
of earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, hut the difficulty ha
s al-
ways been the increased cost of the earthenware. By usirg S tnito esrthenware 
cooking
vessels you secure the very best results, the food will not burn or stick, there is n
o danger
of ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the v.ssei.
&mit° ware, produced by a skillful blending of clays; is mechanically perfec
t, of
convenient sizes and shapes for all ordinary purposes. Sanito will cook food eve
nly and
without burning it. It has an inside lining buint right into the clay, which is
 absolutely
acid'proof, and never cracks nor scales. You call cook anything from 
strawberries to
cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored from w
hat preceeded.
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and thtusands of progressive housekeepers use it ex-
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholasotneness makes it, especially valuabl
e in preparing
food for the sick, while for all general cookiug„purposes it shOuld displac
e unwholesome
and dangerous metal vessels.
T.Ie fact that Sanito is a non-conduttor of heat makes it more econ
omical to use than
other ware. It retains heat much better than metal. It will be pa
rticularly welcome in
cones where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked" food
. is appreciated.
How To Get It
To every person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one year i
n
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give 
ABSOLUTELY FREE
a full set of this $2.50 ware—the genuine Sanito.
To every person who is now taking the New Era and who pays up
 all arrearages, if
y, and one ysa.! r, le 3 and the 98c for the expressage a
nd packing charges, we
will give a set of Sanito.
Orders given to agents will not be accepted on this offer—everything 
must come direct
to this office. We are making an unusual concession in offerin
g this ware and cannot af-
ford to pay agents' commissions too.
Every set comes packed in a separate box and ws have a supply
 on hand, so that
when your order is received it can be delivered promptly. This ware
 is delivered free of
all charges at this office. If further express or freight cha
rges are necessary they must
be borne by tke purchaser.
Call at Our Office and See Samples.
Address, THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Circulation Dept Hopkinsville, Ky.
•
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COLLECTOR FRANKS OPENS THE
REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN HERE.
DISCUSSES VARIOUS ISSUES OF
PRESIDENTIAL RACE.
THEN TALKS ABOUT KENTUCKY.
Denounces Night Riders and Sympa-
thizers—Was Introduced By
Hon. John Feland.
dward T. Franks, of Owensboro,
14eo11ector of Internal revenue of the
Second Kentucky district, fired the
,first:oratorical gun 'of theRepublican
,;_401mpaign in the city Saturday after-
'JOWL He was heard by a crowd,
about half negroes, that comfortably
filled the lower floor of the circuit
court chatnner, and exactly seven
colored brethren looked down on
the scene from the gallery.
Mr. Franks was introduced by the
Honorable John Feland, who spoke
at considerable length, barely touch-
ing on politics, but describing con-
ditions of anarchy and unrest in
the tobacco regions of Kentucky and
calling oo all citizens, irrespective
of parties, to unite in an effort to
stamp out lawlessness.
Mr. Franks spoke for over two
hours, or rather, read, for he stuck
closely to his manuscript, which
naturally detracted from his de-
livery. He gave as his reason for
reading his speech that he did not
want to be misquoted.
His address was along the fa
miliar lines of Republican argument
and he expertly juggled figures and
irtirtatistizs. Admitting that times
Abel. were hard now, he said they were
better than ai; any period of the
Democratic administration of nat-
i,onal affairs, and that the difference
between a Republican and a Demo-
cratic panic was that during the
former money was locked up in the
banks for sixty days, and in the lat-
ter there was no money to lock up.
He discussed the tariff, work and
wages, finance, the negro and the
nigger question, and other subjects
touched on in the national platforms.
In concluding his speech he spoke
of night riding and, in part, said:
"I want to say in the beginning
that of the more than seven million
farmers in this country, that as a
class, their equal in proportion to
numbers, as to fair dealing, honest
living, Christian spirit and patrio-
iism, cannot be found in any other
as (menthol known to the history of
man; hut in that avocation or calling
all others had men creep in and
ii.sren to my words-one had man in
!way businees can do more damage
than one hundred good men can do
good. Hear me. I want to say to
1.t you, that • the Night Riders have
done more damage to the good name
of the Kentucky farmer, than all the
things that have happened in Ken-
tucky since the state was admitted
into the union.
"It is not the good farmer that is
gui ty of these crimes; it is the crirri-1,
intl.!, who would be criminal in any
other calling of life, if the opportuni-
ty was only offered him. I am try-
ing to draw a distinction between
the honest farmer, who believes in
law and order, and the criminal who
does not believe in either; and I
want the farmer to show which side
he is on, just as I want every one
else to show which side he is on.
-Gentlemen, which side are you
on? Which side are your county offi-
cials on? Which side is the public
press of your county on?
"It is a shamei and disgrace on
the fair name of Kentucky that will
never be wiped out; men banded to-
gether at the dead hour of midnight,
AO-nen honest men ought to be asleep,
when grave yards yawn, going over
the country with masks over their
faces, burning the property of their
fellow man, taking them out at night
and whipping them to death, whip-
r'ng helpless women and children
with thorn bushes; shooting down
men and women in their own homes,
In the presence of their wives and
little children, and leaving their
victims there to bleed and die, while
they hunt for other victims; burning
the depots of the railroad companies,
and serving notice to the railroad
companies that they will next burn
their culverts and bridges and in so
doing endanger the lives of all per-
sons traveling on railroads in Ken-
tucky aid those who dare testify
against them are killed or driven
from the state.
"And in the face of all this and
more, we are told by some this ques-
tion hart two sides to it. and that we
should withhold our judgment and
criticism, until we hear the whole
case. Listen to me. There is but
WEEKLYK1irucY NEW ERA. PAgE It
NOT AT MERCY OF NIGHT RIDERS
WILL GOVERNOR LEAVE REGION
TELLS TRIGG PEOPLE TROOPS
WON'T BE WITHDRAwN.GUTHRIE GATHERING ONLY MARRED
BY RAIN CLOUD AND KHAKI SUITS
HE REPLIES TO THEIR LETTER
Presence of Maj. Bassett and Lieut. Rogers Arouses Resentment and John
Rhea Makes a Bitter Speech.
GUTHRIE, Ky., Aug.
association fiarbecuA Saturday was
attended by the growers and their
families to the number probably of
3,00.
In addition to the barb?cue
22.—The I part of some of the speakers of the
policies being adopted by Gov.
Augustus E. Willson in stamping
out night riding in that portion of
state.
and In an interview, Lieut. Rogers
basket dinner diet e was a speaking stated
 that they had no intention to
program, the speakers being Hon. disturb 
the meeting, but simply
w
Joseph E. Washington, F. G.Ewing,ent to 
ascertain what they could
John Rhea, Juel B. Fort and John as to th
e sentiment of the people to-
E. Garner, Jr. 
ward the presence of the troops in
The only thirg which in any way in their
 midst. He said that he went
s 
marred or threatened to interfere under ord
ers,and that while on duty
with the occasion were the imminen a gua
rd man was supposed to carry
ce of a shower of rain about the time at lea
st side arms.
dinner was called, and the presence
of two officers of the Kentucky
state guards doing guard duty at
Guthrie, who appeared on the
grounds bearing side arms. Maj. E. but that he was aware of the feeling
B. Bassett, in coMmand of the troops that some of the people had against
in Western Kentucky. and Lieut. the military, and while he .antic
i-
H. W. Rogers: in command of the pated no trou ble whatsoever
,
company stationed at Guthrie, ap- thought it was only proper that an
peared early in the morning wear- officer on duty should be prepared
ing small arms, and although re- for any emergency that might
moustrated with by some of the arise.
people in charge, remained through Ex-Congressman John S. Rhea, of
the major portion of the day. The Logan county, was very severe in
threatened rain passed away without his arraigment of Gov. Willson and
the soldiers, who he called "Gus'
swaggering representatives," and
protested "in the name of God and
peace" against their presence with
arms buckled at their sides.
causing more than momentary
anxiety, but the presence of these
two officers proved to be the source
of seme bitter condemnation on the
On behalf of Maj. Bassett he stat-
ed that he had, no intention of con-
veying the idea that there was need
of an armed force at the meeting,
offenders to justice.
one side to murder, there is but one
"lie that taketh the sword
side to arson. I say, and after due
deliberation, that every barn burner
in Kentucky ought to be in the pen-
itentary, and that every one con-
nected with the shooting of in- have coerced use the same methods
nocent men at the dead hour of mid-
night ought to be hung by the neck
until he is dead.
"Listen to me again.The citizen in
whatsoever calling who sympathizes
with the Night Rider is equally
guilty in the sight of God and man,
and the official, whether he be great
or small, Who took an oath to uphold
the law, and does not do all in his
power to bring these offenders to
justice, should be impeached and
never allowed to hold office again;
and the newspaper that winks at
these crimes, or defends them which
had their origin in hell, shovld not
only be barred from the United and order," than to have an over-
States mails, but from every Chris- flowing treasury where life and
tian home in the land. property are not protected, and
"But one will say, 'the American where your state is filled with un-
Tobacco company is violating the punished criminals.
law.' If so, punish the American
"rte "white cap," the "kuklux,"
the Night Rider and the anarchist
should go hand in hand, the object
of all being the same. Shall we tole-
rate either in Kentucky? Let each
community answer for itself. Tor
the trail of the serpent is over them
all.'
self-constituted band of criminals. Little did the pioneer, Daniel
"I thank God that I belong to a Boone, think, as he blazed the way
party that has always been in favor across the mountains in Kentucky,
of law and order, and, should it ever driving the red man with his paint
desert those principles, it will go to and feathers ahead of him, that he
was to be fullewed by the Night
Rider and the torch.
"I think Shakespeare must have
Tobacco company under the law. as
I want the Night Rider punished
under the law, as I want every other
violator of the law punished under
the law; but I want them punished
by officers of the law, whose duty it
is to punish offenders, and not by a
defeat, and it ought to.
The farmer in his cabin at the foot
of the mountain, or in the valley,
though humble it may be, is entitled had the Night Rider in mind when
to the protection of the law. And he said '0 judgment? thou art fled
county, state or nation that will not to brutish beasts, and Men have lost
protect its citizens, whether it be the their reason.' •
landlord or his tenant, fails to per
-There is a class of me nscattered
form he (Illti9S for which it was or- over the state who, in trying to play
ganized, and the right to act snould to the galleries, complain because
be taken from it. soldiers are sent into counties; it is
"I want to see the farmer do well, my information, that in many coun-
because he deserves to do well, and ties if it were not for the soldiers,
because the prosperity of the coun- the citizens would have no protection
try depends on the prosperity of the at all; because the county officials
farmer. are either Night Riders, or in sym-
"I want to see the Society of pathy with the Night Riders, or too
Equity, the Dark Tobacco Growers' cowardly to protect honest men
association and the Burley organiza- against Right Riders.
tion live on and forever. But I want
to see their criminals hunted down
and punished to the extent of the
law, as I want to see all other crim-
inals hunted down and puoished. If
these organizations expect to live
and prosper and continue the good
work for which they were organized,
they must join hands with the offi-
cers of the law to see that the law is
enforced.
perish by the sword." You
selected the shot gun and the
to settle your differerences; you can-
not complain if those whom you
must
have
torch
in setting their grievances against
you.
"What we want now is law and
order and criminals brought to
justice.
"If your county and district offi-
cials will stand shoulder to shoulder,
with your governor, you will stamp
out this anarchy in less than thirty
days.
"But one will say, "you will bank-
rupt the state." You had better
bankrupt the state and have law and
order, where life and property are
safe, and hang a sign over the door,
"it was done in the interest of law
"Those • organizations today are
standing over a burning hell, be-
cause there are a great number of
its members that are in those organ-
izations through fear of injury to
their person or their property. You
cannot maintain any kind of an as-
sociation where one part of the asso-
ciation is forced in through fear of
the other part, and when the day of
retribution begins it will be awful in
Its results; because if you have not
favored arson and murder as a means
of organization, you have winked at
it, by not assisting in bringing those
•'As a rule soldiers are sent into a
county to enforce the law, not to vlo-
late it, and I cannot understand why
any good citizen should complain; if
lie is not violating the law, or does
not intend to, the soldiers cannot
hurt him.
"Let the slogan in Kentucky be
"Down with anarchy," and up with
the banner of -law and older,"
"Peace on earth and good will to-
ward men."
"The Night Rider is an enemy to
his community, an enemy to his
county, his state and an emeny to
his God."
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually constipat-
ed. Foley's _Orin° Laxative cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
the liver and bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels. Foley's
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. For sale
by L. A. J hnson & Co.
Will Have to Prove Their Faith By
Their Works.—Says Soldiers
Are Needed
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 24.—
Governor Willson has made public
the text of a scathing reply to the
letter and resolutions which had
been forwarded to him by the coun-
ty officials of Trigg county stating
that the presence of the troops was
not desired in that county, and in-
timating that the soldiers had com-
mitted acts of lawlessness. The
Trigg county dark tobacco district is
near the Tennessee line, and has
been the scene of an unusually large
number of Night Rider depredations.
The letter and resolutions recite
that a mass meeting attended by
five hundred citizens of Trigg coun-
ty that those present pledged them-
selves to make every effort to restore
order and peace.
The resolutions state that the pres-
ence of the soldiers is a hindrance
to the execution of justic by the civil
tribunals and declare that their with
drawal will be 114 the interest of law
and order. In his reply Gov. Will-
son commends the spirit shown by
the mass meeting and expresses his
belief that those present may restore
order in Trigg county, and if they do
all can 'lye up to their pledge. If
such a pledge has been taken at the
outset of the depredations eighteen
months ago and carried out, there
would now be no need of soldiers in
this county.
"But" says the governor, "during
that eighteen months hundreds of
people have been intimidated by a
secret bound league and a long list
of crimes recorded.
"And _:cluriug all this time not one
of those who offer the pledge has
caused the arrest of anybody, al-
though many crimes are so open and
shameless, many of you who sign
these resolutions not only knew of
the outrages, but knew where the
officers could have laid their hands
on the perpetrators. You have not
.nade a single affadavit, caused a
single arrest or even asked for war-
rants.
"-People of your county were
made to feel that they could not rely
for help on either yourselves or the
peace officers. And while you did
nothing yourselves, you never asked
the aid of the state government, but
showed hostility to the state gov-
ernment's measure to protect life
and property."
In conclusion the governor takes a
parting shot at the signers of the
resolution for engrossing them on
the stationery of ths Planters' Pro-
tective association, a name which,
he says,reca,lls the raid at Princeton,
and Hopkinsville and a number of
other places.
On the ground live a few brave
men who have attempted to prose-
cute Night Riders, and who had
they not asked for protection would
be endangered, and their property
put in further risk of destruction.He
refuses to withdraw the troops. Such
a step he says, would remove what
little protection that has of late
been afforded, and would leave the
district to the mercy of the Night
Riders.
She Likes Good Things
Mrs. Chas E Smith, of West
Franklin. Maine. says: "I like good
timings and have adopted Dr. King's
New Life Pills as our family laxa-
tive medicine, because they are good
and do their work without making a
fuss about it." These painless pur-
ifiers sold at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 26c
Drive rheumatism from the blood
with Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Reme-
dy, Tablet or Liquid, Sold by An-
derson (Sr, Fowler Drug Co., incorpo-
rated.
Notice, Chicken Raisers
4-11-44 cures cholera, gapes, roup,
canker and limberneck. Price 60c.
No cure, no pay. Guaranteed by
L. L. Elgin.
CURES GAPFS INSTANTLY.
Bardstown, Ky., May 4,1908.
One drop of 4-11-44 dropped down
the bill of a gaping chicken kills the
worm and relieves the chicken in-
stantly. When fed in feed or water
It is the best preventative I have
ever known. WILL COOMES. 3m
ELECTRIC
THE BEST FOR
BIT ERS 
BILIOUSNESS 
LADIES MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR
Nice line of Skirts, Gowns, Chemise,
Corset Covers and Drawers at
Cut Prices
New Goods
New Percales, New Ginghams and New
Calicoes, New Carpets, New Rugs,
Linoleum and Oil Cloth.
Material the BEST and Prices the LOWEST
T. M. Jones
Main Street Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Bank of Hopkinsville
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $36,000.00
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier
E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
ITY BANK
We invite your
account as safe
depository for
your runds.De- This bank ranks among the first in the
posit your val-
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
uable papers in sum plus to capital.
our vaults— •
• 
where they are In SURPLUS There
• 
safe from fire
and burglars. STRENGTH
3 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits•
eamboembeiroao•••••••••••elgf-,006
Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $75,000.00
st-s-•-•-•-a•-•••.-•-•-•-•-•-assesss-•-•-e-iree-res-ogslisie•-•-e-s-s-e-esssi— ssea•-•-•44+4.4-01
First I
National
Bank
Ky
UNITED SF] ES
DEPOSI
The Only National Bank i‘• rhis i;ommunity
Capital $75,000.00
1 Surplus.  23Stockholders Liability $75,000.00Has a regular Savings Bank department.
/ Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account..
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
se-0444-4-•-•44-•••••••-•••••••40einif
WHEN IN NEED OF
Feed Stuffs or
Field Seeds
CALL ON
MONARCH Grain Co
Phone 235 (Incorporated)
Bethel Female College,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select home school
for young women and girls. Full complement of tried teachers.
Every attention to whatever concerns true womanhood. Thorough-
ness, Comfort, Culture.
Write for Catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, President
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ASKED FOR HOOPS
TO PROTECT MINING PROPERY
IN UNION COUNTY
Detail of Men in Charge of Sergeant
Renshaw is Now Located at
Caseysille.
For the first time in the history of
. Union county, so far as we can learn
1 a squad of soldiers is now stationed
in the county. That is, the first time
except when the country was in the
throes of a bloody civil war!
The soldiers reached Sturgis Wed-
4 nesday and were immediately taken
: to Caseyville. There are seven in
` the squad—Seargeant .1. J. Renshaw
; and Privates Hibbs, Ragsdall, Yeag-
er, Stark, Miller and Jackson. They
; are camping just aboveCaseyville in
• tents, taking their meals at the hotel
On the 6th of this month the West
Kentucky Coal Co., requested Judge
Clements to call on Gov. Willson for
4 troops to protect its property at
Caseyville. Acting on the request
a Judge Clements appealed to the gov-
ernor for ten soldiers, but only seven
were sent.
Judge Clements and Elisor Quirey
met the soldiers at Sturgis and went
to Caseyville with them. The boys
are in charge of Seargeant Renshaw.
but subject to orders from Elisor
Quirey.
Seargeant Renshaw is from Hop-
kinsville. The other men are from
Owensboro. They were sent to this
county from Cobb, where they had
been doing guard duty several days.
This call for troops was caused by
the attempt made to blow up the
West Kentucky Coal Co's. fleet of
barges, anchored just above Casey-
ville, a few weeks ago.—Morganfield
Sun.
That the roots of the native plants.
growing wild in . our American for-
est, possess remarkable properties
for the cure of human malauies is
welf proven. Even the untutored
Indian had learned the curative
Talus) of some of these and taught
tho rowly settlers their uses. The
Indian, never liked to work, so he
wanted his squaw to get well as soon
as possible that she might do the
work and let him hunt. Therefore,
ha dug "papoose root" for her, is r
that was the great remedy for f, -
male. weakness. Dr. Pierce uies the
settleSs fiSeq—Q4110 Bine Cohosh--in
"Favorfies FreSeription.” k
fully combined with other agents
*that make it more effective than any
other medicine in caring all the va-
rious weaknesses and painful de-
rangements peculiar to weinen.
Matsy afflicted women have been
guyed from the operating table and
the Burgess-Ws knife by the timely
use of Doctor Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription. Tenderness over the lower
region, with backache, spells of diz-
ziness, faintness, bearing down pains
or dietress setsuin not go unheeded.
A course of "i'asoriie Prescription'',
will work marvelous benefit in all
such cases, and generally effect a
permanent cure it persisted in for a
reaeonable length of time.
For constipation, the true, scien-
tific cure is Dr. Pierce's sPlea,ant
Pellets. Mild, harmless, yet sure.
PLAN Of PREACHER
WARSAW, IND., Aug. 24.—"If
all the married women in the coun-
try were tattoed on the chin there
would be fewer divorces and afflni-
tiee."
This was the statement of the Rev.
Arthur Rawei, a native of Maui i-
Jarld, New Zealaud, luring an ad-
dress at the Winona assembiy.
•'I think I Snail urge President
Roosevelt to use his iefluence to -
warns the enactment of a bill provid-
ing for such marking," he said.
^
Deafness Cannst be Cured
by local applications, as thty cannot
reach the diseased portion of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by cousti-
tutional reinedies.Deafuess is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mu-
cous lining of the Eustachian 'rube.
When this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing,and wnen it is entirely
elosed,Deafness is the result,and un-
less the inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its nor-
mal condition, hearing will be de-
stroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is
*tithing but an inflamed condition
• of the iiiuncous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for an case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for eir-
eulars free. F. H. CHENEY & Co.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation. For sale by Anderson &
Fewlsr Drug Co., Incorporated.
C) AIL SS C, 1EL I .4!le.
tors ths The Kind You Have Always Bought
STATE SOON_ UM
WILL BE REVISED AND READJUST-
ED NEXT MONTH.
DUFFY'S PLAN
  REMARKABLE STUNT
EDITOR KENTUCKIAN: I and what is to be the price of it?
HOPKINSVILLE, KY; ; Well, what would you be willing to
My Dear Sir:—In the last issue 'eive9 This peace can or! 7 be brought
the Kentuckian you had an editorial about by the united efforts and the
under the heading "Seeking Immu-
nity" and presuming that same has
been generally read by the public,
Purpose of the Commission Called by and without taking issue with you
on a single propositon stated in your
editorial, I want to suggest a more
cinmpreheneive policy for the pro-
curemeut of "peace" for the future
throughout the entire dark tobacco
district. It may be admitted that
the policy you set forth is the course
to pursue in the prosecution of ordi-
nary criminals in ordinary times,
but these are not ordinary criminals
and these are not ordinary times. ,
In your article you state that there
are two classes of citizens - those
who are in favor of night riding and
those who are not, and that so far
as you have heard no one outside of
Night Rider circles is in favor of any
such compromise with dishonor. As
to which of these classes I belong I
am willing for the people to judge
by my record in office es county at-
tot ney and my conduct out of office.
If I have ever been accused of fail-
ure to do my duty in the prosecution
of these cases I have no knowledge
of it, and I know that I have done
my full duty, and for these reasons
I feel that I can write freely on the
proposition that I wish to make at
this time without fear of being mis-
understood, for I have no compro-
mise to make with dishonor.
In the beginning the metropolitan
press of the country did not seem to
fully appreciate or understand the
widespread discontent of the tobac-
co growers nor the difficulty of ap-
prehending and convicting those
the Governor to Meet in Frank-
fort September 3.
Governor Willson has called the
Kentucky educational commission
together for their first meeting on
September 3, at Frankfort. This
commission was elected by the gen-
eral assembly in parts, and other
members appointed by the governor.
It contains the leading edueators of
the state, as its membership includes
Governor Willson, chairman; Supt.
Crabbe, Senator J. J. Watkins, of
Sturgis; Representative J. H. Jack-
son, of Owenton; Dean Virginia E.
Spencer, of Richmond; President
James K Patterson, of Lexington;
President R. N. Roark, of Rich-
mond; President H. H. Cherry, of
Bowling Green; President F. W.
Hinnitt, of Danville; Supt. E. H.
Marks, Louisville, and County Su-
perintendent L. N. Taylor, of Pu-
laski.
At.this Meeting a secretary of the
commiesion will be chosen who will
also be given work in the office of
Superintendent Crabbe, and the en-
tire educational code of the state
will be revised, and many changes
the old and new school laws will
be recommended.
For Sore Feet
"I have found Bucklen's Arnica
Salve to be the proper thing to use
for sore feet, as weil as for healing
burns, sores, cuts and all manner of
abrasions," writes Mrs. W. Stone,of
East Polond, Maine. It is the pro-
per thing, too, for piles. Try it! Sold
unier guarantee at Cook & Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy. 25c.
willing sacrifices of much by all
those who desire peace and greater
security for life and property
throughout the district. The asso-
ciation people have nothing to lose
but all to gain, for night riding and
the association cannot long live to-
gether. If night riding continues it
must necessarily mean the death of
the association sooner or later; be-
sides, existing conditions are intole-
rable and burdensome to the state
and the people.
But you may ask can we make
.peace Lwith unknown outlaws
through their agents or attorneys?
I answer no. That is neither desir-
able nor necessary, if indeed practi-
cabls. Let our efforts be directed
toward uniting the efforts of all good
citizens who desire the restoration
of peace and good will among the
people of town and country and
town and town.. The law abiding
people everywhere are in the major-
ity. It has been suggested to me by
many and"I now suggest to the pub- I
lic that a representative meeting be
called to meet at Hopkinsville, of all
the counties of the Dark Tobacco
District, and that a compact for the
maintenance of peace and the en- I
fnrcement of the laws in the future
be prepared and entered into by ev-
ery member of the association and
its officers and by every other citi-
zen who desires the restoration of
peace mid good order. If permanent
peace should then be brought about
there would then be no need of
maintaining troops throughout this
district in the future and, as a mat-
guilty of acts of lawlessness. These 
ter of course,they will be withdrawn
by the governor.
people have organized to protect 
themselves against the oppression of 
I am willing to do my lull duty as
the tobacco trust. Their grievances
which were real and trying were
continually dwelt upon by impas- efforts of all the people, as here sug-
- sioned speakers and writers. They :rested, or in any other honorable
A Faithful Friend, were not ordinary criminals. nnd 
perhaps many of them were the av-
erage farmers, and their sons and
croppers, of their communities.
Their grievances-, being great they
were easily led to believe that they
were justified in their lawless acts by
the end to be attained, and were
further exasperated by those who
would not pool their tobacco, but
who while staying out reaped the
benefits of the advanced prices.
While lawlessness began with the
mildest form of the boycott it has
grown to such proportions as to
threaten the peace of the entire state,
but it is needless to recount the ex-
perience of the past two years.
Tnere is now on every hand a long-
ing for more peaceful conditions ,not
only from those who may have com-
mitted an offense in the past butPain anywhere
ith 
stopped
of 
in 
20Shoot 
min-
from those who have been most vigi-utes sure w one Dr s's
Pink Pain Tablets. The formula is hint in trying to eisforce: the laws
on the 25-cent box. Ask your doctor against great odds. The question of
or druggist about, this formula. Stop I punishment for past offenses will
womanly pains, headache. pains I i'ave to be left with the courts, butanywhere. Write Dr. Shoop
Racine, Wis. for free trial to prove m re peaceful conditions in the fu-
value of his Headache,-or Pink Pain ture can only be br 6isuenst about by
Tablets. Sold byAnderson&Fowler the people themselves. At least that
Drug Co.,incorporated is the kind of peace that is most de-
sired. But it may be asked how
eau such peace be brought about
'flaws, used Chamberiain's Colic,
Cinder& aid Diarrhoea Remedy
since it was first introduced to the
public in 1872' and have never found
one instance where a cure was not
speedily effected by its use. I have
been a commercial traveler for
eighteen years, and never start out
on a trip with out this. my faithful
blend," says H. S. Nichols of Oak-
land, Ind. Ter. When a man has
used a remedy for thirty-five years
he knows its value and is competent
to speak of it. For sale by Anderson
&Fowler Drug Co.,incorporated.
Name Scared Him.
"Ile seems inclined toward bashful-
&Less."
"Bashful is no name for it. He
wouldn't allow me to introduce him to
the dumb waiter."
Public
Sale
I will on
V13nday September 28
at 1:30 o'clock p. m.
1908, unless sooner sold privately,of-
ter for sale for division, at the court
house door, in Hopkinsville, ten-
tucks., at pnblic out ery to the high-
est bidder a certain tract or parcel
or land situated in Christian county,
Kentucky, 2SS miles north of Pem-
broke, and containing 368 acres.
:said land will be first offered in lots,
and then as a whole, and sold the
way it briege most money.
This property is in wood state of cul
tivation, and has 5 room dwelling,
stable and all other necessary out-
buildings, including two barns that
will house 25 acres of tobacco, and
is well supplied with water. This
farm is one of the best tesbacca rais-
ing farms in Christian county. Over
100 acres of this land is in fine
timber, composed largely of red oak
and:hickory.
Possession given January 1st 1909.
Terms: One third cash, balance
one and two years, with lien refain-
ed in deed, to secure deferred pay-
ments.
For furtherinformation:apply to.
William Tandy, R. F.
D., No. 2, Hopkinsville,
Kentucky,
or Hunter Wood & Son., Hopkins-
vine, Ky.
William Tandy, Agent.
August 21st, 1 908
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an officer in the future as I have in
the past, but I say frankly "that if
peace can be procured by the united
way, it will be worth the ereateet
sacrifice and will be more lasting
and a more desirable peace than can
be obtained by armed bodies of
troops, and the possible conviction
of the leaders of the lawless ele-
ments. Let us appeal to all that is
best and noblest in our people to w -
tails this object.
Respectfully,
JNO. C. DUFFY.
The foot prints of Dyspepia have
been direettly traced to the stomach
nerves. When the "inside nerves"
fail,indigeetion and stomach distress
must surely result. For this, drug-
gists everywhere are Supplying a
prescription known as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. First, these tiny ingide
Stomach,Heart,and Kidney nerves
fail. Then gas belching, Heart palpi-
tetion, or failing Kidneys follow.
Dont drug the Stomach, or stim-
ulate the Heart or Kidneys. That is
wrong. Strengthen these failing
nerves with. Dr.Shoor's Restorative.
It is the nerves, not the organs that
are calling for help. Within 48 hours
after starting the Restorative treat-
ment,you will realize the gain. A test
will tell. Sold by Anderson&Fowlet
Drug Co., incorporated.
FEI 714 7-11. .
;Sears titi T:.] Kid You Have Always Beie
idignatnre
of
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the 
nitucky. The headquarters, it is stat- I ted States Express Co., Chicago,
ed, will be established in Cincinnati, writes, "Our General Superintend-
with F. R. Toewater.in charge.:It is ent, Mr. Quick. handed me a nottle
believed *that the Night Rider of Chamberlain's Colic, Vholera and
Diarrhoea Ileinedy some time a,ge totroubles have caused the rumored
check an attack of old chronic. diar-
withdrawal. 
• rhoea. I have used it since that time
and cured. many on our trains who
have been sick. I am an old soldier
who served with Rutherford B.
Everybody inZanesville,O.,knows Hayes an William McKinley four
Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route S. She years in the 23 Ohio Regiment, and
writes: "My husband, James Lee, have no ailment except chronic di-
firmly believes he owes his life to arrhoea, which this remedy stops trqt-s
the use of De..King's New Diseovers once. Sold by AndersondtFowlet
His lungs were so severely affected Drug Co.,ineerporated.
that consumption seemed inevitable
been made by the authorities at
Camp Emmett Crawford, the mili-
tary maneuver grounds east of this
city, to prevent the facts leaking oAlSoeu
there is no doubt that one of the "
most atrocious crimes ever perpe-
trated in this state occurred there
last Sunday.
A young woman, a visitor to the,
camp from Denver, who was walk-
ing with her fiance, a non-commis-
sioned officer of the Twenty-first
regiment,twas set upon by thirty-
two men of a battery of artillery and
outrageously assaulted by a number
of them .after her escort had been
rendered unconscious by a knock on
Kentucky, Indiana and Tenneseee the head.
league (The Kitty,) after a season The assault took place at the cav-
with South Kentucky college team. airy watering troughs, the men all
He went thence to the Central
league. Cincinnati had him a season
and he was sold to the San Francis-
co club. He is now the star of the
Washington team.
His rise has been steady if iapid,
and he today ranks with the best
backstoppers in the American
league.
IS PULLED OFF BY FORMER HOP-
KINSVILLE PLAYER
Charlie Street Catches a Baseball That,
Is Dropped From Top of
Washington Monument.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22.—Chas. cial to the News from Laralitie,
Street, catcher of the Washington Wvo., says while every effort hasbaseball team, accomplished the
oft attempted feat of catching abase
ball dropped from the top of the
Washington monument, thereby
wirsniug a wager of $500. The ball
was dropped from one of the win-
dows near the top of the monument
at a heigth of 500 _feet above the
pavement, where Street caught it on
the thirteenth attempt. Street was
considerably jarred by the impact of'
the sphere on his bigeatcher's glove,
but caught in the afternoon Ameri-
can league game.
Street is a southerner, hailing from
Huntsville, Ala. He-,:made his debut
in professiona circles in the former
REVOLTING CRIME
COMMITTED BY SOLDIERS IN
WYOMING,
Assault a Young Woman, After Hav-
ing Knocked Her Fiance
Senseless.
making their escapes. The victim
was in a terrible condition her race
being almost indescribable from the
blows rendered. Twenty-six of the
men who assaulted her were arrest-
ed on the reservation and are now
being held there chained together
and under a heavy guard to prevent
lynching. Six escaped and are now
being hunted. The sentiment in the
Don't Be Blue camp is largely in favor of summary
: punishment. The military punish-
And loose all interest when help is inent of this offense is 20 years in
within reach. Herbine will make the penittentiary.
that liver perform its duties proper-
ly, .1. B. Vaugh, Elba, Ala.,writes: Excellent health Advice
"Being a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver,
I have found lierbine to be the best
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 379
Giffoi d, Ave., San Jose, Cal., says:
"The worth of Electric Bitters as ainedieine for these troubles on the
I I/tint-We it to be toe best medicine alicvneer,abnidliobuoswne
II13,1';.er. 1 tih,% ,- to?.ett 1r consisaitly,
bowels
ss iands  s ot o rpprorn ooufn It: de
leineuy, for head-
of its kind, and I wish all sufferers
from these troubles to know the thatIamfoprrothmep6teedufitot 
of
 saythaoswe 
seek-
by L. A. Johnson & Co. 
ord in
good Herbine has done me. For sale its favor
lug relief from such afflictions.
There is more health for the diges-
tive organs in a bottle of Electric
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. Aug. 24.-1 Bitters thaa in any other remedy I
From an appareetly reliable gout se know of." Sold under guarantee at
it was learned here this afternoon i Cook & Higgins and Cook's Pharna-
that twenty-two purchasing agents' acY*
_ —asses
of the American Tobacco Co. have , Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved..been ordered withdrawn from Ken-
Why James Lee Got Well
\2
when a friend resommended New
DENVER, Col., Aug. 22.—A ape-
Discovery. We tried it and its use Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure.
has restored him to perfect health." any case of kidney or bladder
trouble that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do -
more. For sale by L. A. Johnson 41e,
The first dose gives relief. Try it! Co. 
Soldunder guarantee at Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 50e, -.yea; in Matto _
and $1. Trial bottle free.
'"" tu—mintkA.
Dr. King's New Discovery is the
King of toro,at and lung remedies.
For coughs and colds it has no equal
EVERY. DAY IN THE WEEK.
Shoppers Will Have Their
Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $15.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 25 miles; if you spend
$25.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 50 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any ofthe following members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.
FORBES MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTERS HARDWARE CO. F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated) (Incorporated) (Incorporated)
ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO. J. T. WALL & CO. THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated) (Incorporated)
' COOK & HIGGINS L. L. ELGIN W. A. P'POOL & SON R. C. HARDWICK
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE J. H. ANDERSON & CO BASSETT & CO.
•
:•4444(r: • '
1
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4. ed.,
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or'
•
41,
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I CRUSH LIMESIONE
TO 6E USED ON FARMING LANDS
IN IHIS REGION
Important Industry is Started by G.
H. Stowe on His Farm Near
Julian.
Crushing solid limestone into a
fine powder se that it may be dis-
tributed over the broad fields of this
county is the latest industry which
has been started in this region. For
some time the farmers, who have
studied thq scientific reason why
Clave.r-llas not done as well in recent
11W 
years as it was wont to do, have con
tended that it was a lack of lime in
the soil, and deposits originally
made by nature having been used
- up.
Acting upon this theory G. H.
Stowe, of near Julian, Las purchased
an engine and crusher and the first
product was turned out this week.
The stone quarried on Mr. Stowe's
place is of a peculiar white lime-
stone, so soft that it had proven ut-
terly valueless for piking roads. An-
alysis shows this stone to be com-
posed of 98 per cent of lime, 1 per
cent of phosphorous and 1 per cent
of silica. With the machine he has
purchased, this stone which is found
in only a few localities, is reduced to
almost the fineness of flour. He can
sell this flour at about $2.50 a ton and
make a fair profit. It requires about
a ton of the flour to an acre of land
and already Mr. Stowe has enough
orders ahead to keep him busy for a
year. His machine has a crushing
capacity of thirty tons an hour but
it takes about a week's work in the
quarry to get out enough stone to
run the crusher a day so the output
is necessarily limited. The orders
which have already been booked are
from farmers all over this part of the
state and well down into Tennessee,
• many of them having contracted for
enough of the powder to go over
their entire farm.
Farmers say that the earth in this
section is filled with so much humic
acid that the clover is greatly dam-
aged thereby. By scattering this
crushed limestone over the ground
this acid is neutralized and its harm-
ful effects counteracted. The depos-
it of the particular quality, of stone
desired was discovered almost by
accident. Some of It was quarried
tin Mr. Stowe's farm and after being
crushed was spread on the road in
front of his farm. The action of the
weather and the passage of vehicles
soon reduced it to powder and the
road was little better than before the
stone was put on it. Noticing this
fact, Mr. W. A. Glass, a neighbor,
secured a wagon load of the stone
and scattered it on a field where he
had sowed clovor and in a short time
the effect was plainly noticeable, the
clover on that part of the field where
the limestone had been scattered
growing much more luxuriantly
than it did eisewhere. Tte stone
that Mr. Glass used was in rather
large chunks and it is believed that
much results will be secured
by the use of the finely crushed rock
DISCUSSES REPORT
THAT IMPELIAL WANTS TO BUY
GROWING CROP
Judge W. 1'. Fowler, vice chair
man of the Christian county com-
mittee of the Planters Protective as-
sociation, in discussing the reported
offer fromthe Imperial Tobacco com-
pany for the entire crop produced
this year in this county at the round
figure of $9 per hundred pounds,
states in his opinion the offer,if ithad
been made in good faith, was noth-
ing more than an attempt to create
disaffection in the ranks of the asso-
ciation.
"The Imperial is no more anxious
to buy our tobacco loose j.14-In we are
to sell it to them," said/3 ucige Fow-
ler, "but they must pay a living
price for it; something they have re-
fused steadfastly to do' heretofore.
The first year the association was
formed the Imperial said they would
buy our tobacco if we would sell it
loose and Mr. Ewing and several of
the advisory board went to Hender-
son and conferred with the officials
of that company but the price could
not be agreed upon. Every year
since that time the Imperial has had
a chance to buy our tobacco loose
but would not pay us the schedule
price."
Continuing Judge Fowler said that
80 far as he knew no direct offer had
been made to the association offi-
cials and only in that way could an
A Bold Step.
To overcom3 the well-grounded and
reasonable objections of the more Intel-
ligent to the e of secret, medicinal com-
pounds, Dr. IL V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
Y., some time ago, decided to make a bold
departure from the usual course pursued
by the makers of put-up inedlines for do-
mestic use, cect, so has published broad-
cast and o1TTy to the whole world, a full
and comp i3 list of all the ingredients
entering in, •he composition of his widely
celebrated dies. Thus he has taken
his numer yittros and Patients into
his full ence. Thus- too. he has re-
naok.e edicinns from among secret
nostr of doubtful merits, and made
them cmcdits of Known CoMpOSttien.
- H thi n1 I) • P has show
Z1 P isijo
 
to subject t em to
rot only does the wrapper of every bottle
of hr. Pierce's Golden 1Thqlical iiiscovery, the
famous medicine for weak stomach. t3rpid
liver or bilionness and all catarrhal diseases
wherever located. have printed upon it. in
plain English. a full and complete list of all
the ingredients composing it, but a small
book has been compiled from numerous
standard medical works, of all the different
schools of praetice, containing very numer-
ous extracts from the writings of leading
practitioners of medicine, endorsing in the
strongest possible terms. each and every ingre-
dient contained in Dr. Pierce's medicines.
One of these little books will be mailed free
to any one sending addi.,.t.ss on postal card or
by letter, to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and requesting the same. From this little
book it will be learned that Dr. Pierce's med-
icines contain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral
agents or other poisonous r injurious agents
and that they are made from native, medici-
nal roots of great value; also that some of
the most valuable ingredients contained in
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for weak,
nervous. over-worked. "run-down." nervous
and debilitated women, were employed, long
years ago, by the Indians for similar ailments
affecting their squaws. In fact, one of the
most valuable medicinal plants entering into
the composition of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription was known to the Indians as
"Squaw-Weed." Our knowledge of the uses
of not a few of our most valuable native, me-
dicinal plants was gained from the Indians.
As made up by improved and exact Pro-
cesses. the "Favorite Prescription is a most
efficient remedy for regulating all the wom-
anly functions. correcting displacements. as
prolapsus. ant eversion and retorversion.
overcoming painful periods, totting up the
nerves and bringing about a perfect state of
health. Sold by all dealers In. medicines.
offer be made and receive the proper
consideration. He declared that no
county organization had the right to
dicker for the sale of its crop to the
exclusion of other counties, but that
all such deals would have to be made
through the executive officials. "You
can see what trouble this would
bring about," he said. "Suppose an
offer should be made for the crop in
five counties, and it would be ac-
cepted; the tobacco would be deliv-
ered loose and the farmers would
get their money on it. Just imagine
what a state of discontent would
prevail in the surrounding counties.
It has always been the policy of the
organization to adopt such a system
in marketing tobacco as will give the
best satisfaction to the growers of
the entire district and at the same
time furnish the tobacco to the buy-
ers in the most desirable and most
convenient Way. I m satisfied that
if the Itn,)e.dal Tobacco cow .any i.
fact and in good faith de ires to buy
from this association that the execu-
tive board stands ready to negotiate
with them and to give tiny proposi-
tion they may make full considera-
tion.
•••••••••
From Day 4o Day
1NOTAN INDICTMENTIHAS ISSUED A CALL1
"Truth is within ourselves-and to
know"
Rather consists on opening
Out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendor
May escape,
Than in effecting entry for a light
Supposed to be without.
-Browning.
Concerning homestead lands, ad-
dress Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D. C. Old soldiers are
allowed to file their applications by
agents, and do not have to appear
personally.
"The oak is my favorite tree,"
said she.
She paused, ar.d he took the cue.
"If I have a favorite tree," said
he,
"It is undoubtly yew!"
-Harper's Weekly
Fastest mile ever made by phys-
ical effort was that of Salvator, a
running horse, which in 1890 nego-
tiated distance in one minute 35*2
seconds, which is at a rate of a frac-
tion over 39-10 seconds for 100 yards.
About one-third of persons strick-
en with insanity recover.
Well-bred persons are not suppos-
ed to use toothpicks in in public
places or in presence of others.
Doctors say there is more nutri-
tion in a banana than in a pound of
beef.
Ask the average man if he believes
in love at first sight and he'll say
"sure" and oegin to straighten up
his necktie.
Pneumonia hills 126.2 persons out
every 100,000.
There are more than 100,000 Japa-
nese in the United States*.
Sports are prohibited by law on
Memorial Day in Kansas.
Do it today.
GRAND JURY AT EDDYVILLE
'COMPLETES ITS LABORS."
County Attorney Krone Makes a Sen-
sational Statement.-Says 1 hat
Justice Is Paralyzed.
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Aug. 22.-
The grand jury adjourned without
having returned any indictments
against Night Riders in this section
aud, as a result, some 130 warrants.
based on "information and belief,"
and sworn out against men charging
them with having committed vari-
ous depredations in this section will
probably be dismissed.
Following the discharge of the
grand jury, County Attorney Walter
Krone wade a sensational statement
in which --he declared that no at-
tempt had been made to bring the
culprits to justice and that the work
of the grand jury had been a farce.
He declared that the grand jury had
contented itself with demanding
the testimony of but two men, San-
ford Hall and Tom Stevens, who
are now atJeffersonville, Ind., when
it was a matter of public knowledge
that the two men stood in danger of
being killed if they came.
The men, according to the county
attorney's statement, can give im-
portant testimony and will come
when any serious attempt is made
at investigating the troubles and re-
turuing indictments. According to
Mr. Kriane no attempt was made to
get the testimony of other witnesses.
The county attorney de'Clared that
his own life would be in grave
jeopardy if it were not for the pre-
sence of soldiers, and said that the
administration of justice in this dis-
trict is paralyzed.
PERSONAL NOTES
(From Monday's Daily)
Mrs. William H.- Cumiiiings, Jr.,
of Florence, Ala., who has been,:the
guests of friends here several weeks,
will leave this afternoon for a short
visit to relatives in Clarksville.
From there she will return to Flor-
ence.
Mrs. Ida Merritt and the Misses
Merritt are at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. J. W. Gish, of Memphis,
Tenn., is visiting her sisters, Mrs.
Cleo. Randle and Mrs. H. C. Rich-
ards on South Virginia street.
Mr. 0. E. Randle, Joe Randle and
Miss Vera Randle have returned
from a visit to friends and relatives
at Guthrie and Hampton, Tenn.
Mrs. C. It. Blakeinore and Mrs.
Bobbie Steele are visiting Mrs. John
S. Gaines at Gracey.
Mrs. N. D Green is visiting friends
in Guthrie.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Lewis and
daughter, of Ennis, Texas, are in
the city visiting relatives. Mr. Lew-
is connected with the H. & T. R. R.
Co. This is his first visit here in 20
years.
Miss Gussie Young and Miss
Annie Cayce, have returned from
New York.
Mrs. M. B. Martin and Miss Mol-
lie Martin have returned from a
visit to lelatives in Russellville.
James Western, of Henderson, is
here on a business trip.
John; Stites has returned from a
trip in the Great Lakes region.
Miss Lula White returned to
Princeton last night after a visit
to Miss Beatrice Holloman,', accom-
panied by Miss Sophia Reeder.
Durrett Moore has returned from
a visit to relatives at Midway, Ky.
Ed Gray and Charles Layne spent
yesterday in Bowling Green.
A. E. Brawner of St. Louis, is
visiting his famili at Mrs. *Frank
Byars on SOuth Main street.
BIG CONTRACT
The Meacham Contracting Co.
have closed contracts in Henderson,
Ky., for 23,2 miles of concrete paving
and curbing gutter.
HAZING CASE
WASHINGTON, A 'lg. 22.- A
deciskm was reached this morningl
in the case againet the West Point ,
cadets charged with hazing. Two of Specialist.
the cadets were expelled and six EYE. EAR, NOSEIAND THROAT
were deprived of their allowance Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6p.
and pay for one year and suspend- m. Office, Main St., over Kress's
ed. Store, Hopkinsville, )Jy.
/Va. St., between 4th and 5th.
++++++++++++4-4,44-44-r*-4444-94.
Dr. R. F. McDaniel
Practice Limited to
Diseases of the •
Eye, Ear, Nose St Throat
Office in Summers building near
courthouse. Phones-office, Cumb.,
918; Home 1210. Residence, Cumb.,
210; Horne 1140. Office hours: 8 to
12a. m.. 2 to 6 p. m.
F013 MEETING OF DEMOCRATiC
D S RICT COMMITTEE
ilopkinsville,
Aug. 21st, 1 :OS.
A meeting l•f the Democratic ex-
ecutive committPe of the Third ju-
dicial district of Kentucky is here-
by called to meet at Cerulean
Springs hotel,,, Cerulean, Ky., on
Saturday, Aug. 29, 1907, at 1 o'clock,
p. in., for the purpose of cansidering
and fixing the time and manner of
nominating Democratic candidates
for the office of circuit judge and
commonwealth's attorney : of said
dietrict to be voted for at the '1.4.0-
vember election, 1909.
JAMES WEST,
Chairman.
FIRED ON OUTLAWS
FALMOUTH, Ky., Aug. 22.-
Night atiders set fire to and burned
the barn of Walter Galloway near
here last night.
Galloway discovered the incen-
diaries before they left the scene
and fired on them with a shotgun
and it is said, wounded a man named
Palmer.
Palmer came here this morning
and had five bird st4ot picked from
his flesh.
No arrests have been made.
FARMERS' INSTITUTE.
SA LUBRIA SPRINGS, Ky., Aug.
22.-The farmers' institute will come
to a close this afternoon. Today's
program is one of special interest. It
includes talks on the coming state
fair by John A. McClure and Senator
J. W. Newman; the discussion of
poultry by Otis Crane, Mrs. D. u.
Williams and Mrs. George Mimms.
The subject of wheat will be pre-
sented by J. B. Walker, of the com-
missioner's staff, S. J. Banks, Dr.
Bell, George MitiM13, Allen Owen,
S. F. Williams, J. A. Br9wning and
W. R. Dudley. Good roads will be
discussed by C. M. Hanna and Jno
C. Duffy. Judge Prowse, who was
on the program is detained by busi-
ness in Hopkinsville.
NOTED BUNCO GAME
Policeman Miller arrested Charles
Johnson and the same officer, as-
sisted by Policeman Shanklin, later
arrested Will Davis, both colored,
Thursday on the charge of having
defrauded another negro out of $4.
According to the story as told by
the victim, he was approached by
one of the negroes who stated that
he had found a pocket book with a
$50 bill in it, and that he could not
get it changed unless he secured $6.
His confederate advanced $2 and
the victim $4 and the negro with
thebill vanished with all the money.
This morning the two negroes
were brought into county court
where they pleaded guilty to the
charge of petty larceny and were
sentenced to thirty days in the coun-
ty jail.
.44-04-4+++++++++444-•44-.44-++4
CALL ON
Hi Di YONTS
FOR
Bargains in
Groceries and
all Kinds Feed
Cumb Phone 38-2.
H. D. Yonts,
DRS FEIRSTEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS
Summer Both Next to Court
Bldg. Phones House
DR. H. C. BEAZLEY
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and whIch Las been
in use for ovcr 30 years, has borne the slg-naturiN of
and has Let made -andel Dis per..
-47.7 sonal super' isiwt slue() it3 irAh.ley„* Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations anti "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with azIPA1 PAutlantrer tho health of
Infants and Children---Expience against Experiment.
What is CASTOR1A
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other islareotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destro is Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea, and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bo wf is, giving. healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pak iacea-The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought-
In Use For Over 30 Years.
CENAUPI COMFA. V. V! let./ARAY TTTTTT • N ICW YORK CITY.
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Time Card. Corrected Jan. 13,1908
NORTH, SOUTH,
No, 62 St. Louis Express...10:16 a m No. Si St. Louis Express... .5:19 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m No 63 St. Louis Fast Mail. .5:37 a rn
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 a m Orleans Limited 11:50 p m
No.r66 Hopkineville Accom.8:66 p m Nc. 56 Hopkinsville_Accona.7:064 IL
No. 94....  .6:43 p m No. 96 9.37 am
Nos. 62 and 61 connect at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as ;far, south a
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for LOUISVillJ, Chi
cinnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 anp 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to points
oath of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to'Atlanta and Macon, Also Pullman sleeper
to New Orleans. Connect' at Guthrie for points efiat sin ri WO"-
J. C. HOOE, Agt.
Illinois Central
Railr6ad
Time Card
Effective April 26th, 1908
NORTH BOUND.
No 236 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave  6:40 a. 
11:30 a.
" 340 Princeton Mixed  6:26 p.
SOTTTH BOUND.
26, Hopkinsville Mixed, arrives 
" 206, Evansville Mail, arrives 
" 321 Evansville and Louisville Mail, arrivives 
" 301 Evansville and Louisville Mail m.
M.
M.
10:00 a. m
3:60 p. m.
626 p. in
G. R. NEWMAN, Agent
 AS.
WANTED
Buy Car Load or Less-Any Quantity
Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Wool,
Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow Hides, Mule Hides
Horse Hides and Sheep Hides
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or phone
The Haydon Produce Company
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.
E. 9th St., near I.. & N. Depot. HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mgr
McLean College,
(Formerly South Kentucky Clllege.)
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
College Preparatory and College Courses. Excellent ad-
vantages in Music and Art. Full faculty of ex-
perienced teachers; New England teachers
of Music. Day and boarding
pupils solicited.
SCHOOL OPENS SEPTEMBER 8TH.
A. C. Kuykendall,
Principal Boy's Department
p,.'LJay Smith,
_pottilop4 9irl's Department
. ircahlr): Allure ittr/.. -ft
•
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NEW ERA BLD'G, 15 WEST 7TH, ST.
T. C. Underwood, - - - - Editor
is1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffiee in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year  WOO
" three months  1.26
per week  .10
Weeloy per year  1.00
" per six months.  .60
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Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
ant specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, ana
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
Respect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.
Coutt Directory..
CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in
Arne and fourth Monday, in .Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL Couwr—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY COURT—First Monday in
every Luonth.
SEND IN THE MONEY.
The NEW ERA will receive,
publicly acknowledge a n d
transmit to the Treasurer of the
Democratic National Commit-
tee any moneys that may be
contributed towards the elec-
tion of Bryan and Kern. Now
is the time to make your con-
tribution. Any amount from
10 cents to $10,000 will be thank-
fully received. Send in the
money.
THE VICE PRESIDENCY.
Collier's Weekly ,will print in its
forthcoming issue an article by John
W. Kern, Democratic nominee for
the vice-presidency, on "My Con-
ception of the Vice-Presidency."
He indorses William J. Bryan's de-
claration in favor of making the
vice-president a member of the cabi-
net, and says:
"Vice-presidents in the past have
influenced legislation largely, but
usually by indirection.sMy own con-
ception of the duties of any public
official is that the influence he
exerts should ;be direct, open,
obvious and known to all men.
"If by the friendship or by the po-
liticai convictions of the president
he is put in a position in which
he is able to come out into
the open, speak as frankly
as his chief speaks, and exert upon
legislation openly and avowedly
114 much influence as any member of
the Cabinet may, his office is raised
tcra diginity which was the original
understanding of the constitution
that it should possess.
"Just exactly," he says, "as the
vice president is really the servant
and rot the master of the senate, so
do I believe that the president him-
self is not to be, nor attempt to be
the master of congress. My concep-
tion of the presidency, if it be proper
for me to express it. here, that it
should remain, as the constitution
declared it should be, 'distinctly an
executive office. Let congress make
the laws, without being influenced
or ordered ly any sort of exectltive
interference other than the 'recom-
mendations and sugge4ions in his
message, which are provided, for in
the constitution. Let the i courts
construe those laws. Tbenlet the
president administer and enforce
those laws, whether they appeal to
his own personal prejudices or other-
wise, but without effort to .criticise
either the congress of the United
States or the courts of the United
States
AS TO MILITIA. .40•Ntila
In the joint debate between state
• : •
and local authorites as to the nee of
troops to protect property and life
from Zs igilt Riders the fact tivo we
•-•
v
fifty years of age and leaves a widow
and one son.
- •
JESSE COE KILLED.
•=111111.
GLASGOW, Ky., Aug. 26.—Jesse
Coe, the noted negro desperado who
killed Patroman Charles Russell at
Indianapolis September 30, 1906, and
for whom a reward of $1,500 was of-
fered, was killed yesterday in Mar-
cally without molestation from local
Night Riders have operated practi- I p NEw cHAlAw4N
authorities for about to years gives 
I
the governor the stronger side of the
argument.
There can be no sincerity in the
objection of civil authorities to the
use of troops in their counties.
Troops are employed to help the
local government. The tender of
troops by the state is ;an enti ely
friendly offer of ail Objections up-
on the part of officers whose duty
is to administer the laws in counties
and judicial districts can be based
upon nothing more than the chagrin
of such officers because of their in-
ability to discharge their duties or
the sympathy off such officers with
the element whose ire is aroused by
the presence of troops, because the
presence of troops makes it difficult,
or impossible to carry out projects
depending for success upon the
supineness of local government.
To rehabilitate themselves in pub-
lic esteem local officers who feel
•
aggrieved at the employment of
troops to prevent anarchy from hold-
ing sway in theirjurisdiction, should
shake hands with the militia officers
instead of scowingl at them and set
about the business of so enforcing
the law that the troops might be
withdrawn ;for want of work to do.
In every county where night riding
has resulted in the militia being
used there exists means to appre-
hend and convict the out laws re-
sponsible for conditions. When-the
local authorities it mob rule will
end. In the interim officials who
kick prodigiously about the state's
tender of aid invite the formation
of opinion to the effect.that they are
more anxious to make themselves
politically solid with the force of
night riderism than to discharge
their official duties at the expense
of the Night Rider organization.
And in the end their policy will
prove a tactical blunder as well as a
violation of their oath of office —
Courier Journal.
TO THE PUBLIC
We Are Agents For Parisian Sage and
We Know the Guarantee is Genuine.
Parisian Sage, the quick acting
hair restorer is guaranteed—
To stop falling hair
To cure Dandruff
To cure itching of the scalp
To put life into faded hair
To make harsh hair soft and
luxuriant
To make hair grow or money back
What Parisian Sage did for Chas.
S. Baker, it will do for you. Read
the following:
"I was so bald and such a shining
mark for my friend; that I, as a last
resort, tried your Parisian Sage
(after trying several bottles of the
highly advertised and high-priced
so called hair restorers) and I am
glad to say I now have a heavy
growth of new hair. I am naw 44
years old and have a heavy growth
of new hair after carying my shining
mark for over seven years. I gladly
recommend Parisian Sage to all
afflicted with baldness." Chas.
S. Baker, 491 Main street-, east, Ro-
chester, N. Y.
It is the most delightful hair dress-
ing made, and is a great favorite
with ladies who desire beautiful and
luxuriant hair. Price 50 eta. a bottle
atCook &Higgins or by mail charges
prepaid from Giroux Mfg. Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
DIES AT CROFTON
Radley R. Barnes, a prominent
citizen of Crofton, died Monday of
uraemie poisoning following Bright's
disease. He had suffered from this
trouble for four or five months, but
his condition did not become serious
JUDGE ANDERSON SUCCEEDS
MR. LONG ON COMMITTE
Republican County Machine is Reor-
ganized.- R so!utions Indorsing
Willson Efforts Are Adopted.
Just before E. T. Franks began
his Epfweh Saturday, afternoon, the
Republican campaign committee for
Christian county Was formally or-
ganized.
Judge A. H. Anderson was electee
chairman, vice E. B. Long, who de
dined to c4ranti for re-election. E
W. Glass was re-elected as secre-
tary.
After the formalities were gone
through with 0. L. Campbell in-
troduced the following resolution
endorsing Gov. Wiilson in the course
he has pursued in tryinL, to put down
night riding. The resolution which
was prepared by Hon. John Feland,
was unanimously adopted. It says:
The Republican committee of
Christian county as the representa-
tives and mouth-pieces of foul
thousand loyal Kentuckians desire
in some way to renew their fealty to
the cause of law and order'.
Therefore be it resolved:
That we unhesitatingly endorse
the administration -of Augustus E.
Wilson in his efforts to put down
Kentucky's shame, and to plant
upon the , shattered frame-woi k of
our state goverment the banner of
law, of peace, and of state pride.
We believe that he loves his tate,
and loves his people and that his
every act has been prompted by a
desire to promote the welfare of all
the people and to see to it that Ken-
tucky takes her rightful place in the
galaxy of states.
Resolved that the secretary of
this committee transmit to the gov-
ernor a copy of this resolution with
the assurance that the liberty-loving
and law-abiding Republicans of old
Christian will be with him "even
unto the end".
PERSONAL NOTES
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Mrs. James Ricketts and Mlyzs
Maggie Golay have gone to Dawson
Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. James West are in
Caldwell county visiting Mrs. \Vest's
father, Judge W. P. Black.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Smithson have
returned to Oklahoma.
John Caudle, of Company D. who
has been on duty at Cobb, has been
brought home. He is ill of fever.
Mrs. M. B. Martin and Miss Mol-
lie Martin have returned from Rus-
sellville.
L. H. Petree has returned from
Waukesha.
Miss Emma Reese, after spending
a few days with her cousin, Miss
011ye Tyson, on Campbell street.
has returned to her home in Clarke-
ville, Tenn.
R. M. Fairleigh Las returned from
French Lick.
Misses Sara nillman and Beulah
Winfree have returned from Daw-
son
Miss Dorcas Dillman spent Sun-
day in Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Waller have
arrived in the city from Ma.lison-
ville, and will board at the present
with Mr, and Mrs. Frank Waller.
J. M. Frankel of Atlantic is in the
city.
Miss Mildred Haehl, of Indiana-
polis, Ind., visiting her cousin Miss
Lena Raubold on South Clay street.
Mrs Barbara Arnold, of Louis-
ville, Ky , is visiting the family of
her son-in-law Mr. Max Raubold on
South Clay street.
Miss Lena Raubold after spending
until last Friday. He was about
two months in Louisville, -Cincin-
nati and Indianapolis has returned
home.
Misses Frank Campbell and Lea
Overshiner left this morning for
Louisville fora stay of several weeks
Miss Mary Cushman has returned
from a visit to Dover, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thaeker
have returned to Cinoinnati after
visiting relatives here.
tinsburg, on Cumberland Tiver, in Mrs. Garland 
Jones is visiting her
Monroe. county. I y Sheriff J. E. mother, Mrs. L. 
A. Giles, near
Bryant and a posse of deputies. Howell. 
,
Coe was asked to surrender, butj Miss Annie Franklin has returned
instead was bringing his gun on a home after a visit to Mr. and Mrs. '
level with the Sheriff when one of H. Franklin, Morganfield, Ky.
the deputies and the Sheriff fired al- ,
most simultaneously and the negro ' 
Miss Florence Buchanan is at
•leil dying instantly. 
Dawson Springs.
-
The Hopkinsville Messenger party
is at home after a delightful visit
to the Great Lakes region, Canada
and Niagara Falls. In the party
were the three successful candidates
in the Messenger's popularity con-
test, Miss Laurie Thurmond, Annie
Bruff and Maids Younglove; and
also Misses Hettie Gran and Willie
Moore, Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Clark
and Mr. and Mrs. L. Yonts.
An order was issued today by the
postmaster general putting into
effect, beginning October 1, next,the
postage rate of two cents per ounce,
applicable to letters mailed in this
country for the U..ited Kingdom of
Great Britian and Ireland. Letters
unpaid or short of postage will be
dispatched to their destination, but
double the deficient postage, calcu-
lated at the rate stated, shall be col-
lected upon the delivery of such
letters.
Rumors have been afloat that for-
mer Gov. J. C. W. Beck ban will en-
ter the race for the Democratic no-
mination for congress in the Seventh
District whore a contest is now be-
ing waged between the Hon. W. P.
Kimball and Hon. Campbell Can
trill. Gov. Beckham recently de-
clared his legal residence in Franklin
county.
KERN NOTIFIED OF NOMINATION BY
DEMOCRATS FOR VICE PRESIDENCY
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Aug. 25.
—John Worth Kern was this after-
noon formally notified of his 110111i-
nation for vice president of the
United States by the Demccratie
party.
An immense crowd -witnessed the
interesting exercises; which were
held in the coliseum at the state fair
groUnds. Speeches were made by
Theo E Bell, of ualifornia, chair-
man of the notification committee;
Thomas E. Marshall, Demodratie
candidate for governor of Indiana,
and by Mr. Bryan, who discussed
trusts at length.
Mr. Kern made a splendid speech
of acceptance. Mr. Bryan and his
party arrived here last night, and
his journey was a continous ovation.
Buried Here.
Charles Sands, aged twenty-five
years, died Sunday at Paducah.
Consumption was the cause of death.
The remains will be brought to Hop-
kinsville fur burial this afternoon. JOHN W. KERN.
"IIIDING MUNN" NOW JUST FOR ONE WEEK
IF WILSON SUCCEEDS IN GE1-
T ING A HORSE
He Will Run, or Ride,
THIS GIRL WIFE LIVED WITH HER
HUSBAND
For Senator.— He Sues For Divorce on The Ground
Jessie Phillips May Also
Enter The Race.
The Madisonville Hustler says:
"It is being rumored in Hopkins,
county that Hon. Jesse Philips may
enter the race for Democratic nomi-
nation for the state senate from the
senatorial district composed of
Christian and Hopkins counties. about a
 week. The husband charges
The Hon. Prank Rives, of Hoi kins- his wife, who
 at the time of the mar-
ville is the present incumbent. Jesse riage was only alm
ut fourteen years
is one of the most popular Demo- of age, with ab
andonment.
crate in Hopkins and is one of the
leading workers in the county. He
has rendered invaluable service to
the party and if lie secures the nom-
ination and if elected he will make
a useful official."
The Hustler also states that Mun-
nel Wilson will be a candidate for
state senator, and from the follow-
ing advertisement it appears that
he is about to abandon the "Walk-
Suit for divorce was filed today by
Minta Mackey, colored, against her
husband, Will Mackey.
Mackey was sent to the penitenti-
ary ab nit a year ago for *entering
the residence of F. J. Tate, his sen-
tence being for five years. His wife
prays for divorce on the *grounds
that her husband is a convicted
felon.
•••■••-•en.-4
1.--_
log Munn" ga.'ne : By •
for the state senate and with such a
"Having decided to make the race A LoNE RoBBEIT
short time to see the Democratic
voters in all parts of the county,' I
want to borrow or hire, It good sad-
dle horse until Nov. 1st. I will take
good care of same, and pay reason-
able hire. See me in person or write
me at once.
"MUNNELL WILSON."
cHAT 
AND THINGS 
ABPOEUOTPLE. at intervals of a few minutes, and
were held up one after the other as
fast as they came in sight.
 
, The highwayman was stationed at
I a bend in the road, where lie wies in-
A meeting of the teachers of the I visible from either direction. At the
city public schools is called for Sat- point of a rifle he lined up the pas-
urday August 29, 9:30 a. in., at the sengers, and after relieving them of
High school building, preparatory money and valuables, allowed them
to organization for the opening of to enter the stage and resume their
the schools on Monday August 31. journey. This performance t hi e
Every teacher is expected to be pre- bandit enacted seven times.
sent at this meeting. It was understood that he col-
lected a large sum, estimated at
$1,000 to $6,000. The fact that tour-
ists in the park are not permitted to
carry weapons made it impossible
for any of the passengers to offer
resistance. Afterliolding up the last
coach, the robber disappeared into
the hills, and it was afterwards
found that he had made his escape
on a horse belonging te the trans-
portation company.
All haste was made back to Old
Fathful Inn to give the alarm. The
soldiers encamped at the Thumb
station were immediately notified,
and a messenger was dispatched to
the camp of soldiers on West Galla-
tin River, at the west boundary of
the park. The soldiers from Fort
Yellowstone were on the road to
take up the trail within ten minutes
after news was received. The cap-
ture of the bandit is considered al-
most a certainty.
BUTTE, Mont., Aug. 25.—One
highwayman. wearing a black mask,
held up and robbed the 'passengers
of seven stage coaches in Yellow-
stone Park at a point only a few
miles distant from the Old Faithful
Inn, near the upper basin, accord-
ing to telephone advices. The coach-
es left the hots] in the usual order
SENSATIONAL SUIT
DAYTON, 0., Aug. 25.—W. S.
Henderson, formerly of Bracken
county, Ky., today filed suit for $15,-
000 against sixteen members of the
Bracken county tobacco association,
charging that they forced him to
cancel his tobacco contracts and
drove him out of the state.
of Abandonment.—Negro Wants
Release From a Thief
•
Suit for divorce has been filed for
the coming term of c urt by E. B.
Chance against his wife,Mrs.Maudie'
Chance. The parties live near Tyson,
in North Christian. They were mar-
ried in 1906 and lived together only
AUG. 28
LOW POINT REACHED
IN THE FOBACCO MARKET DUR-
ING PAST WEEK
Crop is Rapidly Maturing in Fields.
With Cutting About to Begin.—
Auditors Report.
The low water mark for trading on
the local tobacco market was almost
reached last week, there being only
42 hogsheads sold for that period.
This includes the sales of both the
Society of Equit3 and the Planters'
Protective association. It is irn
sible to find any local cause for the.
small sales—the tobacco is ready for
the buyers and the buyers profess
their readiness to buy whenever they
receive orders, but the orders are
not forthcoming in any coi.siderable
degree, and when they do come they
call for only a few hogsheads at a
time.
The Planters' Protective associa-
tion sold 33 hogsheads during the
week. This ranged in price from $7
to $10 for lugs and from $10.50 to $13
for leaf. There were no receipts.
At the Society of Equity ware-
house the sales were 9 hogsheads.
One hogshead was lugs and brought
$8 per hundred and the others were
of common leaf and the prices rang-
ed from $9 to $10.50. No receipts.
The growing crop is rapidly ma-
turing and some small crops in cer-
tain localities have already been cut.
Within the next few days the cut-
ting will probably become general.
The crop this year promises to be of
an unusually fine grade. Although
late, it has grown rapidly and under
excellent conditions,is big, leafy and
has the weight. Worms were never
more scarce and there has been prac-
tically no damage from these pests.
With the Planters' Protective as-
sociation the sales over the entire
district for the week ending Aug. 15
show a slight increase over the pre-
ceding week. The report of Audi-
tor John D. Scales is as follows:
Hhds Total
Springfield  178 7,511
Clarksville  84 6,950
Guthrie  86 3,096
Hopkinsville. 40 2,912
Paducah 59 3,867
Murray 27 1,841
Cadiz ......... 699
Russellville 27 .800
Princeton 108 880
Mayfield 1,238
Total  622 29,714
SEPTEMBER FIFTH
PRECINCT CHAIRMEN TO PE
ELECTED BY ASSOCIATION.
The New Era is receipt for publi-
cation of the following communica-
tion from headquarters of the Plant-
ers' Protective association:
To the members of the Planters
Protective Association of Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia.
Please take notice that it is your
duty, to meet at your respective vot-
ing precincts on Saturday Septem-
ber 5th 1-08 at 2 o'clock p. m., of
said day, to elect a precinct chair-
man, for said respective precinct.
No one, hut those who have pledged
their tobacco to the association, to
be sold by it has a right to vote in
said meeting.
Said precinct chairmen will there-
after meet at their respective county
seats at the courthouse on Saturday
September 12th 1908 at 2 o'clock p.
m., of said last named day, and
elect of of their members, a oounty
chairman for said county. who will
be elected director of this association
for the ensuing year.
Yours truly,
Mrs. N. E. Greene, Secretary.
By order of the Planters Protec-
tive Association of Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and Virginia.
Guthrie, Ky., Aug. 22, 1908.
• 
FORCED TO SUSPEND
NEW YORK, Aug. 25.—A. 0.
Brown (it Company the largest stock
brokerage firm in this city, has been
forced to suspend business. This
announcement was made today at
the stock exchange.
Land Sale.
Planters Bank & Trust Co., Exr.
of Mrs. L. J. Elgin, sold to Walter
H. Cobb the George Elgin tract of
land at sixty dollars per acre.
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I F 11 Styles Imperial Hats1
PAY $3.00 FOR THE
IMPERIAL HAT
Wear it! Then if you don't think you've had $5.00 worth, bring the hat back and get the $3 back. More money
won't buy a hat that's pledged to wear better, more money can't make a hat that is better.
J. H. Anderson & Co.
Smith each to resign' and permit
WILL HOLO NEW CROP Governor Willson to appoint aspecial court and c ift officere toinvestigate the raid upon Hopkins-
ville is not understood by the peo-
ple. That would have been to put a
UNTIL TOBACCO ON HAND HAS 
court in operation at Hopkinsvilte
under the domination of Charles M.
BEEN SOLD Meacham and the Law and Order
league, which would have indicted
scores of farmers whether guilty or
innocent and remove the cases to
Association Officials Believe That Louisville or somewhere else and
Sales Will Soon Pick Up.-- Sal-
railroad every one of them into the
penitentiary."
ary For Secretaries. Substitute the words "Night
Riders,"for people in the foregoing,
and it is easily understood.—Padu-
cah Sun.
The executive board of the Plant-
ers Protective association have de-
cided that no sales of the 1908 crop 
Senator Frank Rives is opposed
of tobacco under the control of that
to the calling of a Democratic pri-
m
organization shall be sold until theary
 in this judicial district to he
1907 crop has been finally disposed 
held at the November election. He a change of venue in the case of
of. . 
makes the following statement: John Gardner and Walter Bennett.
The last report of Auditor Scales "
This would be a duplication of The application for change of venue
showed that about 30,000 hogsheads th
e serious error made by the state alleges prejudice in the county
of the 1907 crop have been sold, this 
committee in 1906; a mistake which against defendants, and says they
being about one half of the holdings there
 is no denying had a great do not believe they could receive a
of the association. For several t
endency in bringing about the de- fair tidal here.
weeks now the sales of tobacco all feat last 
year. To call a primary in Affidavits of defendants charge
over the district have been decreas- the judicial race a year in adv
ance that speakers have made incendiary
ing with no settled indications of a of the 
election would be to court the speeches and that Night Riders
stroqger demand at any time soon. same resu
lt. Then:too, a primary at have sprung up from these speeches.
The report that the crop which this time 
would arouse more or less They refer to the speech of Ed Webbis
now maturieg would be one of the party
 discoid, something which at Clarksville, and to the memorial
ir" tisest ie q iality and largest in yield should be kep
t in the background by services held at the grave of Vaughn
whieli has been grown in many all mean
s so that the Democrats Bennett a short time after the shoot-
is nought to have been one of may go to the po
lls in Nobember ing. The article published in the
sass, 
tse prime reasous for the lack of and 
present an unbroken support for Black Patch Journal relative to these
buying. In the face of the crop the p
residential ticket. After the serviceswas also read. The affidavits
404 
comin on the buyers did not matter o
f selecting a president has allege further that almost everygshow
as great a desire for old tooacco been set
tled it will then be time night for a week before the shootingon
band. enough to select 
candidates for dr- of Bennett presons had been coin-
In oeder to remove this barrier t.o cult judge and commonwealth's at- miffing various dep
i edations
further sales the executive commit- t°i'lltY•'' 
throughout that section of the coup-
y.Several extracts from the speech
— 
 
has passed the order that none
,-of the 1908 crop is to be offered until 
MEs'ELY HEWSVED OFFiCFS. of M. E. Webb. delivered at Clarks-
the balance of the 1907 crop is sold. 
ville a sliest timit after the killing;
Already there has been some tumors NEW YORK, Aug. 26.—Regard- 
also quotations from a speech of
that a "no crop" movement would ing the report that because of the 
Charles H. Fort were real Affi-
be started for next year and unless activity of Night Riders the Amen- 
davits were read from citizens of
the crop and a half now on hand is can Tobacco company had decided 
Montgomery, Robertson, Stewart
disposed of before planting time to withdraw from Kentucky it was 
and Dickson counties, stating, in ef-
next year this movement will doubt- stated at the company's offices in feet, 
that they did not believe the
less gain more strength on account this city that the Louisville offices 
defendants could secure a fair and
of those conditions. Officials of the have n It been moved, but that the 
impartial hearing it. this county on
association say they confidently ex- country leaf-buying organization 
account of the feeling against them.
pect a resumption of buying within had been moved from Lexington, 
M. G. Lyle, on behalf of the state,
the near future and they do not rKy., to Cincinnati. Further than 
made the statement that, as the af-
_... nticipate any trouble in disposing this officers of the American Tobac- 
th-lavits read by the attorneys for
their entire holdings at full grad- co campany dec
lined to make any the defense had not been seen until
•
74 statement regarding the Kentucky yest?rday, the state needed about
ed prices. situation.
The schedul of prices remains the 
two weeks in which to prepare affi-
e
same as it is at present, the board Enter School. 
davits or inti&luce evidence. Judge
deciding that the prices now asked
Tyler said he was desirous of hear-
were equitable to all concerned. 
The Western Kentucky State ing all the evidence in the ease and
A salary of $60 per year was order-
Normal of Bowling Green oilers would. grant the application. The
ed to be paid to the 
young people desiring scholarship 
various county hearing was accordingly postponed
Upon these men falls and 
professional training an unex-
until Sept. 9.
the burden of the clerical work in 
celled opportunity to prepare for the 
- their counties and it was the general 
active duties of life. Write H. H.
rr
opinion that the should not continue Cherry, Bowling
 Green, Ky., for 
• AS TO St..1100L TRUSTEES.
to work for nothing. The county information. d2 L 
secretaries will be required to for-
ward to Mrs. N. E. Greene, geese- WILL NOT RUN. Editor New Era:—
tary of the assoc'ation, a complete FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. As— It is a curious fact in the history
list of the members in his county. Positive denial is made by Beck- of man, that at ever-recurring per--
ham's friends that he contemplates ods, the masses. like individuals,
entering the race for congress in the get possessed of one idea and be-
Seventh district, come negligent of all other interests.
It may be political or religious, so-
ILL' *ITV I Musical. cial or economical, serious or com-ical, the "one idea" rules and must
A musical will be given for the 
run its course. It may be only a
benefit of the Methodist church, by 
"nine days' wonder" or become a
French revolution. Men become
Miss Emma Noe, Dr. Ray Means,
and Miss Hattie Means and lceal 
monomaniacs.
During many months we Kentuck-
talent in the parlors of Hotel Lath- Jane have been possessed of an econ-
ism on Monday evening Sept. 7 at ornic idea, narrow in its scope, but
8 o'clock. Admission 25c. dwl2t Intense. Beginning in lowering
clouds of discontent, followed by
Enter the Western Normal. gusts of passion, threatening rumb-
lings, vivid flashes of anger, ending
See your County Superintendent in tornado outbursts of wrath ;but at
immediately about free tuition and last we are beginning to hope. The
write H. H. Cherry, of Bowling storm idea has about spent Itself,
Green for a new catalog, and the clouds are beginning to lift
so we may see we have other inter- fenced, clean kept and ornamented
ests thitn the price of tobaceo.• grounds; pure water, healthy loca-
• In the midst of the reign of tha tion and good teachers, and our ,
legislative "confusion and chaos" at neighbors who have moved to town
Frankrcrt last winter there was one will be coming back to live on the ;
act passed that stands up out of the farm, and lands will grow in value
DEFENDANTS SAY THEY MUST 
fog and darkness like a sun-capped as the schools grow in quality.
mountain peak above the darkness To accomplish these results sufti- OF HIS CISTRICT, SAYS DENNY
LEAVE THE COUNTY. of cloud mists the act hit change cient funds must be raised by tax- P. SMITH.
our old school system. It was a ation. There is no othet possible
great act, and almost redeems the way to create and maintain good
schools; nor was tax ever imposed
otherwise hopeless SES3i0t1.
Charge That Incendiary Speeches That Kentucky should have been for a
 better purpose or money ever •
Will Let Them Decide Between Han
Caused Night Riding.—State the last state save one, Arkansas, to 
better invested than in education.
— PATRON And Krone.—Takas Shot atdiscard a school system that had
FOR A FAIR TRIAL
Asks More Time. proven a dismal failure in every County Judge Prowse,
state in which it had been tried, and Secure a Certificate.
been repudiated long since in each
seaese
 v110. 
"Mr. John C. Duffy, county attor-
1_44,ot Christian county, was here
yesessrday feeling the pulse of the
People as to his chances of being
nominated for common wealth attor-
sues,. Mr. Duffy is a good Democratdics -eleven gentleman and has
-briny personal friends here, but
this is a bad time for him to run
for commonwealth's attorney," says
the Lyon County Times. "The fact
that Mr. -Duffy proposed to tempor-
arily resign as county attorney him-
self, and urged Judge Cook and Mr.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 27.
—Judge Tyler yesterday in the
Montgomery county criminal court,
adjourned until Sept. 9, the hearing
in the application of defendants for
---eateeissalli*Weisseseaesessismes
PEOPLE
•••
and every one, is a fact as dreary toi Under the State Normal School
consider as nignt riding and lynch- Law, persons completing certain A despatch from Cadiz to the,
ings. courses of study will be awarded a Louisville Courier Journal says:
Five thousand school trustees in certificate which permits them to Commonwealth's Attorney Denny
the state who cannot read or write, teach anywhere in Kentucky with- P. Smith, of the Third Judicial dis-
complacently presiding over the ed- out further examination. H. H. trict, about. whom, considerable has
ucation of the youth of Kentucky! Cherry, president of the Western been said recently in the newspapers
More than fifty per cent of the adult Normal, will furnish full informs- in connection with the Night Rider
population illiterate !•School grounds tion upon application. . cases of this district, returned home
everywhere defiantly growing brush, •  last night from Eddyville, where he
briars and weeds; schoolhouses pin- has been attending circuit court.
VOTES OF NEGROES by County Attorney, Walter Krone,When asked if it was true, as statedlug and perishing for paint; roofs,windows and doors opening, friend-
ly apertures for winds and rain to of Lyon county, that he was not re-
enter. Many of our best farmers are By Walter Wellman. quested to produce the witnesses
slipping off to town to educate their One of the queerest movements Sanford Hall and Tom Stephens be-
children ; others bsarding their dill- known to the history of American fire the Lyon county grand jury,Mr.
dren away from home at great ex- polities is fathered by no less a per- Smith said:
pense to learn even the. primary sonage than Bishop Walters of the "If Mr. Krone has said that I did
studies; thousands of poor but bright African Methodist Episcopal church. not call on him to disclose the where
boys and girls growing up in oin He escorted a delegation of other abouts of these witnesses, he is a
midst witn the merest'pretense at bishops and colored preachers to the common liar. He well knew it was
schooling; and the old state benevo- headquarters of Colonel Watterson, his official duty to producs said wit-
lently wasting $2,000,000 annually on the Bryan press manager, to make nassee, tf he coutldo,dowi:oh,(iouiltdreqfauielsetd.
education. Here in as good country this-strange proposal: When 1.e failed 
as God ever made, in the push, pride That the future saretv and welfare to tell me where they were, I moved
and progress of this 20te century in open court, n n.1 in !ms presence,
deprived even of a common school 
of the negroes of America can be
to have him eissiose, under oath,
education, all because of the indif- 
best assured by putting them under
their hiding place if 11, knew it.the protection of the white men of
ference, neglect and selfishness of "If Mr.Krore I n'' h en as anxious
to produc said it se as he andthe country people. 
the south, their former masters, or
e w s • 1
. the soils and grandsons of their for- ,
It is certain that the progress and mer masters. That as long as the County Judge ('. II. T *r.)wse,of Hop-
prosperity of ourb people will be kinsville, were to el ss:uce some sortPegs° tries to walk alone he is sure
greatly retarded if we have no bet- to meet with trouble and persecu-1 of clandeetine a `.:1davit from San-
ter county schools during the next tion; that the white men of the south ford Hall to use against me in my
twenty years than we have had in are the only Americahs who under_ race for re-election, he might have
the past. Does not the pride of cit- stand the negro as a race or as an served the public equally as well or
izenship, the development of our individual, and who are capable of better than he has,"
county. and above all, the depend- "Did the grand jury ignore Mr.protecting him; that the negroes
once of these helpless children upon must seek to establish better rela- Krone?" was asked Mr. Smith, who
us for a chance for an education, ap- tions with the southern whites, the answered: "I don't know. I was
peal to every countryman to see that relat ns of wards to guardians, and busy much of the time upstairs in
we have the very best schools possi-
ble under the new school law?
No one claims for it perfection,but Rdueepeutbhliecacon
that t e best way to do this is to in- I the courtroom. That was a good
I opraerttlyvaoltiedrpsutto tdhesepretmtloi e- , gr,a,wndhjautr, yh.n"rn
you to say about the
its possibilities are far superior to crate in r affidavit eported davi of - Sanford Hall
the old, and it is up to the trustees 
power at washington.
At this state of Bishop Walters' ..that you gave him Night Ridersigns
who were recently elected and to proposal you may be sure Colonel and discuss the Night Rider ba
those who may be elected in the fu- Watterson picked up his ears and with him?" was asked Mr. Smith.
ture to develop all its possibilities, began giving close hoed. The negro "The said affidavit of Sanford
Let no man consent to serve as a bishop, thus encouraged, developed Hall, if there is such, is absolutely
trusted who is not willing to g;ve his his idea at some length. He deelar- false. Sanford Hall has figured con-
very best thought and service to his ed the Springfield riots had enraged spicuously in grand jury investiga-
county's schools. the colored voters of the north and tions in Lyon county ever since I
In our county superintendent we made them more determined than came into office, but he was never
have a most faithful and efficient as- ever before to beat Roosevelt and tried, and if I ever saw him I did
sistant and who deserves all praise Taft and elect Bryan. He did not, not know who he was. I never had a
and Commendation for his faithful however, explain why. He failed to conversation with him in my life up-
and conscientious wsrk in redis- suggest that Roosevelt and Taft are on any subject.
tricting the county. any way responsible for the excesses "Even if I am a Night Rider, it
While there may be some who are at Springfield. He made no charges would be a great prudence and wis-
dissatisfied with their location in against the governor or state or local dom in me to unbosom myself to
the aubdistricts, it was wholly im- officials in Illinois. He simply such a man as Sanford Hall.
possible to suit everyone: There will made the bold statement, doubtless "The people of my district know
doubtless be some changes made in in all sincerity and probably on some me, and many of them also know
the future when it is shown to be information, that the Springfield Hall, Krone and Prowse. I sin eon-
to the advantage of the individual riots were multiplying the number tent to await the judgment of the
and not to the disadvantage of the of negroes who are to vote for Bryan. people upon the said affidavit, ex-
districts. There le much wok for pressed at the polls."
the trustees to do that will conduce
01 Mr. Smith has already announced
should be the most attractive spots
schools of our countyseat the pride
In the eounty. Are not the public
Next to the churches the schools
.Eyes Ear,- Nose and
Throat. Test made free of committee to make his formal
.Dr. Edward, Specialist, election to this. office, and is only
waiting the . action of the district
nouncement.
to their credit or discredit. that he will be a candidate for re-
1 an-
of the city? Why should we be sat-
$
isfied with anything less than the; 
charge for glasses. Phoe- t
nix Bldg., Main St, Hop- 1
best for our children in a county FOR SALE—Four good large
like this?
!
1 com-
fortable houses and furniture, well ..ipersbeio
Let us have attractive and 
kinsville, Ky. C mules with gears and wagon or with
out. From 7 to 8 years old. Apply
to V. L. Oates, 9thSt. dairt1
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view. in this county. Funeral ser-
vices were held Thursday, con-
; ducted by Rev. R.B.Grider. His six
• eons acted as pallbearers.
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• HEARST'S INDEPENDENCE
LEAGUE CANDIDATES
JOHN TEMPLE GRAVES.
New York editor, a former rest-
Mr. Hisgeu has been the most power-
dent of Georgia, nominated for vice 
ful rival of the Staudard Oil company
president on the Independence League 
in the eastern states for several years.
ticket.
11•Er 
DECISION IS MADE
AT INDIANAPOLIS IN THE SOCIE-
TY OF EQUITY CASE
Former President Everitt Sought
Have a Receiver Appointed For
The Organization,
THOMAS L. HISGEN.
Massachusetts man. nominated for
president by the Independence league.
Abouts People and
rhing 
The big fish which W. A. Glass
caught sometime ago has been
eclipsed by one hooked by Charles
Adams. Mr. Glass' fish weighed 6%
pounds and Mr. Adams' was 7 pounds
6 ounces big. This is going some,
but "there are always just as big
fish in the water as have ever been
to s
caught" and don't be surprised to
hear of other monsters.
The Indianapolis News has the
following in regard to the decision
recently rendered by Judge Harvey
in the A.Inerican Society of Equity
raw frr whibil J. A. Everitt seught
'to throw the A. S. of E, into bank-
ruptcy:
"Judge Lawson Harvey, of the
superior court, has refused the
priitatidn of James A. Everitt
for a receiver for the American
Former U.S. Senator Deboe will
Leave soon for a business trip to
South America, where he goes in the
interest of American railway. He
will be absent about two months.—
Crittenden Press.
•••
Barnett & Thompson, of thiF city.
have closed a contract with the town
of Pembroke for 80,000 Leet of con-
crete pavements. These pavements
begin at the railroad and go west to
the city limits. On the east side they
begin at the new bank and go the
Society of Equity of North Amer- •graded school builling. This is an
ica. Mr. Everitt alleged that the
society was being badly man-
aged by its officers, that it was in-
debted to him apd others for large
amounts, and that feuds and dissen-
tious were threatening to disrupt it.
unusually big contract of the kind.
Pembroke is up to date in every re-
spect and tlrese concrete sidewalks
will put finishing touches to the
pretty little city.
"After hearing testimony in the The capitol commission will corn-
ease, Judge Harvey came to the con- plete the work on the dome of the
erutfon that the officers of the so- new capitol instead of having the
ciety were conducting its business work done by the General Supply
economically a nd were grad ually and Constructicn company. which
paying off its debts. Judge Harvey has the contract to erect the new
believed that the appoin'ment of a
receiver might cause tlie subscrip-
tions from membPrs of the scciety
to decrease, thus cutting off the or
-
ganization•s only resource.
j! BY HIS SIX SONS
OE MAINS OF DR. BLANE ARE LAID
TO REST
Dr. Henry Blane. one of tile oldest
and most prominent citizens ofTrigg
founty, died Wednesday morning at 
Kentucky
:half past two o'clock at his home in ner•
!Cadiz.
! He was born in Virginia in 1837.
'Dr. Wane was a surgeon in the Con-
'federate army, a Mation,a Methodist 
Reports have been received
and a Democrat Ile is survived by 
Hopkinsville that the Imperial
his widow and several children, and 
bacco company has made an offer
f
one brother, John Blame, of Long-
or the growing crop of tobacco in
Christian county at an average of
nine cents per pound. As the
crop in Christian county as in
every other county in the western
portion of thestate is controlled
by the Planters' P r o t.e ctive
association, it is presumed this offer,
— 
— 
if a bona fide one, will be made to
that organization. At headquarters
nothing has been heard of the offer.
It is said that the Imperial company
LYNN, Mass., Aug. 21.—A mob of 
would accept the tobacco in a loose
state only. It is hardly probable
1,500 people, with shouts of "Lynch
him! Lynch him!" tried to take 
that such an offer would be accept-
away Henry Tyler, a negro aged 30 ed by the association.—Guthri
e To-
years, from a reserve officer tonight,
and had severely pounded the color-
ed man when seven police officers
succeeded in getting the prisoner to
the station house before he was seri-
ously hurt.
Tyler, who was but recently re-
leased from the state prison, was
detected last night, it is alleged, in
the aet of breaking into a store,
-48k - • 
building. Disagreement arose over
the kind of cement which was used
in the dome of the capitol. and the
construction company, the capitol
commission claims, fail- d or refused
to comply with the specifications.
Gov. M. B. Patterson', after a two-
weeks stay at Dawson Springs, Ky.,
left last night for the East, where he
will visit Boston, New York, Atlan-
tic City and Wasnington before he
returns to resume his duties at the
capitol. (Joy. Patterson's stay at
Dawson Springs has been most bene-
ficial and it is hoped that the Eastern
trip will prove equally as beneficial.
He is accompanied by Mrs. Patter-
son, who was also with him at the
resort.—Nashville Han-
Guthrie Hears He-port.
Attempts to Lynch Negro Who Had
Attacked Officer
tlaui Dyspepsia Our*
1:gisliet4 mohnof 1.0 411104,
C7 -EL ef *.a:
Mears The • 
• Yin(' ‘.1'.1 4'4 V%V.IYS Bar
*risme
•‘,ZZ/Zst
bacco Planter.
Stock Poisoned.
from
To-
E. B. Ledford lost two head of
horses this week, 'which were pois-
oned by eating pads green. The
poison was in the barn and some one
left the door open so the stock could
get to It. It is said that paris green
has a taste which stock like, and
rarely ever fe,il to eat enough to
cause death_ when they get to. it.
Farmers should be very careful of
this.—Pembroke Journal.
•
Roycroft hilosophy By Fra Elbertus
ritten in a sincere and kindly desire to help the young
\‘ Ito do not know, and the older ones who sometimes forget
ADJUTANT GENERAL
DROPS INTO HOPKINSVILLE ON
INSPECTION TRIP
Highly Gratified Ovcr I h•:., S-intiment—
Wi41 Take Look at he
Military Camps.
Date all letters, memoranda and statistics .—I he Dating Habit is a good one.
Avoid cliques, and do not gossip or listen to gossip about your fellow workets.
Learn from your mh-takes, but don't cry over them. We best redeem the pas t by forgettingdit.
Do not dis,rarage rivals, nor run down an other man's goods. If you do not b now what to say
t.ay nothing.
To repeat an unkind remark is as bad as ta•invent a lie.
Read the advertisements of your house, and without butting in, know what other departments
ibre
Frequent meetings of department heath. and meetings of all the workers in any one department
are good things. They dissolve much social ice You can't afford to cut them out.
Do not join the Knockers Klub; and avoid all fellowship with the folks who are trying
the face off the clock.
Shed no tears over your lack of early advantages. No really great man ever bad any advantages
that he himself did not create.
Do not go over the head of your chief with either inquiries, statements or complaints, unless call-
ed upon to do so by some one in authority over him.
Get your happiness out of your work or you will never know whatreal happiness is.
COPYRIGHT, 1908, BY ELBERT HUBBARD
to wear-
Cough Caution
Never. DO3itively never poison your lungs. If you
cough—even from a simple cold only—you should
always heal, soothe, and ease the irritated broil.
chal tubes. Don't blindly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how some things
finally come about. For twenty years Dr. Shoop
has constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now—a little
late though—Congress says -Put it on the label,
if poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good!
Very good I !Hereafter forthisveryre,asonmothers,
and others, should insist on having Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop's
labels—and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
is said to be by those that know it best, a truly re,
markable cough remedy. Take no chance then.
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You can
always be on the safe side by demanding
Dr. Shoop's
From Friday's Daily )
Adjutant General P. P. Johnson Cough Cure
spent Thursday' iii lit pkinsvitle, i ANDERSON FOWLER DRUG CO
this being his first stop in a, tem. al 
.
points in this part of the state for I
the 1 urpose as he exprissed it "oil
feeling the public pulse" and arriv-
ing at is couch t-don at first nand of
the actual Situtatiou in 1 cgard to
night. riding.
General Johnson expressed com-
plete sathlaction wit h conditions A -4
he finds them. He says that there
has b en a wonderful change in
public sentiment, or at least in the
expression of it, since he was here
last December just after the raid on
Hopkinsville. Then he said he found
comparatively few who would open-
ly express themselves regarding the
raid and the other outrages that
had been perpetrat•-.0, but now he
finds the people willing to talk and
to condemn in strong terms the oui-
!awry and to offer their assistance in
putting a st4bp to it.
' The adjutaot general talked with
quite a number pf leading men of
She city and county yesterday and
says that he was never better treat-
ed. One of the men with whom he
talked was NV. W. Radford, county
cnairman of the Planters Protective
association, and Mr. Radford cordi
ally invited General Johnson to at-
tend the association picnic which is
tkebe held at Ow hi he tont( rrow. The
invitation wa, accepted and General
Johnson will rsturn here tonight
and go to Guthrie tomorrow morn-
ing. Today he is visiting Cobb,
Princeton, Eddyville and possibly
other points along the Illinois Cen-
tral where military camps have been
established, he heing accompanied
by Major E. B. Bassett.
Regarding:the removal of troops
r on this section, General Johnson
oitimated strongly ' that such step
would not be t iken fight away at
least. From what he said it is judged
that this trip down here is;maidly to
determine this point, many requests
having gone up to Frankfort that
troops be removea from various lo-
calities. 
.
As General Johnson expressed it
in bringing the interview to an end,
he is"absorbing a wonderful amount
of information.
farm For Sale!
I will sell to the highest
bidder on Thursday, Sept.
3rd, at 10 o'clock a. m., on
the premises, (if not sold
privately bef,Je that date)
my farm, consisting of 150
2cres-land. House contains
9 rooms; stable and other oat
buildings
Well watered; situated 24 miles
from Hopkinsville on Russellville
road. Will also sell all of my house:-
hold and kitchen furniture, &c.,
stock, wagons and farming utensils.
Apply to
Mrs. Belle Elliott
Cumberland Phone 418-3.
(Incorporated)
DO YOU GET (TP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Kicluy Trouble Makes You Miserablz.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
•,apers is sure to know of the wonderful
cures made by Dr.4....--ij
Kilmer's
[1. Root, the 
greSaNau iip
itv
k
nev, liver and blad-
der remedy.
It is the great tneii•
1 1,il  ical triumph of the
1 nineteenth century
, discovered after vearF
of scientific research
_ 
by Dr. Kilmer, th(
eminent kidney aii(
bladder specialist, and is wonderfully
successful in promptly curing lame back.
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and
Eright's Disease, which is the worst
furni of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec-
ommeaded for everything but if you have
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. I1 haF
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and liw
Droved so successful in every case that a;
special arrangement has 1 ten made by
' which ail readers of this paper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent free by mail, also a book tell-
ing more about Swamp-Root. and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trou-
ble. When writing mention reading this
generous offer in this paper and send your
address to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. Y. The regular
liftv-cent and one-
dollar size bottles are
sold by all good druggists. Don't make
any mistake, but remembez the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kihner's Swamp-Root.
and the address, Binghamton, N. Y , on
,very bottle.
irwm. ww• &NOV
ele•  -
Home of Swamp-Root.
STOPS ITCHINC INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, Blotches,
Eruptions. etc.,:Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
Prescription, the new skin remedy,
its success has exceeded the most
sanguing expectationsof the dispens
ers who gave it to_the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial dis-
figurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burnings
and itch ings of eczema are stopped
with the first application.
In minor !-skin troubles such as
rashes, blotches, pimples, black-
heads, barber's itch, salt rheum,
itching piles, red noses, dandruff, is
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
sults show after a few applications. 3
A muddy, greasy or sallow complex-
ion is quickly improved, over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price 60cts.i 
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN 1
MEDICINE Co., Props., Toledo, Sent FREE
Ohio. { to houselieepers
Eczema is Curable Liebig COMPANY'S
ZEMO, a scientific preparation for
external use. Stops itching instantly
and destroys the germs that cause skin
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is
permanently cured by this remarkable
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam-
ple. E'. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Esq. Cooper today. 
it in the house." Mrs. Mattie Crouch,
Tiptonville, Tenn., cured her 5 months'
- No evidence was introduced by old baby of indigestion with 
it. airs.
the defense in the Bruce and Haat
ingi trial and the young men. were
_ 
Almon Willis, Jamaica. Vt., says it saved
her baby's life. Mrs. A. B. 
't keep house
Cunningham,
held over after the evidence of the 
Fresno, Calif., says she can 
without it. It cured her little son of
commonwealth was completed. At- 
rheumatism and stomach trouble.
Mrs. Flora Hebrew, Bow Creek, Kan.,
torney Max Hanberry represented 
says: 
"Dr. Caldwelcs Syrup Pepsin
the defendants and the interests of cu
red my little girl of constipaton. I
cannot recommend your splendid remedy
too highly for children."
Mrs. Mary E. 'Young. Burlington. Ia.,
writes: "I cheerfully recommend it to
mothers as the best laxative for children."
Mrs. Alice Miller, Canal Dover, Ohio,
has used Dr. Caldwa's Syrup Pepsin
with splendid results as a laxative for
Neglect. 
well Bldg., Monticello, will send a
children.
per bottle. Pepsin Syrup Co., 301 Cald-
uggists sell it at 50c and $1.00
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
For Hopkinsville People To
The great danger of kidney 
free sample to any one who has n
ever
_ _
troubles is that they get a firm hold 
used it and will give it a fair trial.
before the sufferer recognizes them.
Health is gradually undermined.
Backache, headache', nervousness,
lameness, soreness, lumbago, uri-
nary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disease follow in merciless
succession. Don't neglect your
kidneys. Cure the kidneys with
the certain and safe remedy, Doan's
Kidney Pills, which has cured peo-
ple right here in Hopkinsville.
Miss L. A 4Hester, 826 North
Main St., Hopkinsville, K. says:
"I believe that there is little need
of anyone suffering the tortures of
backache when such an effective
remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
be procured at L. A. Johnson & Co's
drug store. The prompt and thor-
ough relief which followed their use
in my case has given me abiding
faith in their merits. In the sum-
mer of 1903, I was suffering greatly
from a soreness and lameness acr3SS
the small of my back and other
difficulties arising from a weakened
condition of my kidneys. Two
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills was all
that was required to free me from
the distressing pain in my back and
restore my kidneys to a healthy con- Horse
s Bought and Sold.
dition. I recommend Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and now at the end of four Phones,
 Cumh.145, Home 1107
years I still hold the same good
opinion of them." 
d .Vira‘11311"ML.Vq"*C..VCS‘ILV rale .
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole ngents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's—and take no other.
Stable.
Hopkinsville,
BOTH ARE HELD OVER
THE TWO MEN CHARGED WITH
SHOOTING GOODWIN.
Examining Trial of John Aldridge.—
John Kelly Prosecutes and Max
Harberry Defends.
Jim B uce and Jim Hastings, two
of the men whom Walter Goodwill
charges with shooting nim at Center
Furnace on the 26th of July were
held over by Esq. J. C. Cooper after
bearing the es- deuce in the examin-
ing trial last Thursday.
Jack Aldrige,the other man whom
Goodwin acguses of the offense, and
who asked for a separate trial, will
have his exaanining trial before
A Mild Laxative
For Baby's Bowels
Doctor Points Out Dangers of Pills and
Cathartics
"Salts, purgatives, and violent cathar-
tics are dangerous when given babies,
children or delioitte women," says a well
known doctor. "Neither should they be
given medicines containing narcotics for
stomach or bowel troubles."
It would be well for mothers to heed
this warning and keep on hand a bottle
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for baby
and herself and for any member of the
family that has need of a laxative or a
stomach remedy. It is safe and pleasant
to take and has cured old people of
chronic constipation and dyspepsia of
many years' standing, and yet is harm-
less for a baby as many a happy mother
can testify. It brings natural daily move-
ments, sweetens the stomach, aids di-
gestion and stimulates the torpid liver to
proper action. The children like it. Lafe
Weathers, the popular hotel man in In-
dianapolis, says: "The children like it.
we all use it and would not be without
the commonwealth were looked af-
ter by County Attorney Kelly.
.4-•  •••.
DANGER IN DELAY.
•ilaw.V IrMillw,lro.IL..V.1"*"11.01ini-iLYirlh•IL
Pi
7 Dr. Edwards, Srecialist, ;
ei
V 
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of i
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main St. Hop-
kiusville, Ky.
;
Fxtract of Beef
7
CooK Boon
telling how to prepare dellcats
and deliciona dishes.
4 eas-e-•-arri-cp-Irs.a.vir;s-r1 ir.usiresir t
C E. C. Gray
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Gray&Gates  ,
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Proprietors
Eclipse
C LIVERY, FEED and BOARDING
i Kentncky
New
Garden Seed!
Two Packages
for
C
The Racket.
Incorporated
444444444-•-•444444-4-44-•4444-•
Address LEIBIG CO., P.O. Box 27, Dr.littog't3 New
Co., incorporated. 
New York The best in the world.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
.0ittiriti...ts*k A, Aii-4:14kilakt.144441Atitik
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1,TO PURCHASE HOME
OFFICIAL ORDER PROMULGATED
BY COMMANDER EVANS
Committee Appointed to Make Prepa-
rations and Draw Up Report For
Consideration of the Veterans.
The Jefferson Davis Home asso-
ciation is immediately to enlarge its
efforts. Gen. Clement Evans has
made the following official order:
The United Confederate Veterans'
, association, in session at Birming-
ham June 10, 1908, was addressed by
Gen. S. B. Buckner, who presented
resolutions adapted by the Confed-
erate Veterans of Kentucky, pro-
posing the purchase of the historic
Davis home in Kentucky, which
was the birthplace of the illustrious
, Jefferson Davis. Gen. Buckner fa
vorably urged the convention. to ac-
quire tbis memorable spot of south-
ern ground, and on motion of Gen.
Bennett H. Young, the convention
4 ordered a committee of fifteen to be
appointed, of which the commander-
in-chief should be chairman ex-of-
ficio. This committee was charged
with the duty of inquiring into the
feasibility of acquiring, improving
and preserving the Jefferson Davis
home site and making suggestions
concerning the great objects which
will be secured by its acquisition.
The following committee is, there-
fore, appointed with due regard tc
the prescribed duty, and in order
that the members may assemble
with least inconvenience. S. B.
Buckner, Bennett H. Young, S. A.
Cunningham, H. C. Myers, W. A.
Montgomery, K. M. Van Zandt, V.
Y. Cook, Stith Bolling, John H.
Bankhead, T. W. Castleman, Basil
1 W. Duke, Julian S. Carr, Thomas
D. Osborne, J. P. Hickman. John
H. Leathers.
1 The following subcommittee will
meet at such time and place as its
chairman shall name to ascertain, as
far as possible, all facts concerning
the above-named proposition as will
assist the general committee in pie-
paring its report. This subcommit-
tee is as follows: Gen. S. B. Buck-
ner, Thomas Osborne, John H.
Leathers, Bennett H. Young, John
P. Hickman, S. A. Cunningham.
The chairman will report the action
of the committee to the ex-officio
chairman of the general committee
of fifteen.
The ex-officio chairman of the gen-
eral committee will call that body
together at Nashville as easily as
practicable after he has received the
report of the subcommittee, and.
after due consideration, the report
shall be prepared for the next U. C.
V. convention. By order of
CLEMENT A. EVANS,
Commander-in-Chief.
WILLIAM E. MICKLE,
Adjutant General and Chief of Staff.
Piles helped at once with Dr:
• Shoop's Magic Ointment. Just to
prove it, a tri .1 box will be mailed
on request, by writing Dr Shoop,
Racine, Vis. Itching, smarting,
bleeding piles, internal or external,
gat quick and certain help from Ma-
gic.. ointment. Large box 500. Sold
by Anderson & Fowler Drug Co.,
incorporated.
REMARKABLE LADY
Mrs. Nancy S. Allcock died in
lgayfleld, Ky., Monday noon from
the infirmities of old age, being at
time of her death 92 years old.
She was the oldest sister of Judge
M. D. Brown a lawyer of our city,
and prominent in legal and social
circles. Mrs. Allcock was a very re-
markable woman. She never took a
ose of medicine in her entire life
until at the age of 88 she was strick-
en with a varioloid case of small-
pox, when she was forced by the
health officer to take medicine.
She succumbed and passed off
quietly at the home of her son, eff,
in Mayfield, Aug 17, 1908. Mrs. All-fe 
cock was the sister of ten Brown
brothers who were reared and lived
in Christian county, Ky., only two
of whom are living, Samuel M., and
Judge M. D. Brown. - Madisonville
Hustler.
August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless,no ambition feel-
ing can be easily and quickly al-
tered by taking what is known by
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. Within 48 hours after
beginning to use the Restorative,im-
provement will be noticed. Of
course, full health will not immedi-
ately return. The gain. however,will
surely follow. And best all, you will
realize and feel your strength and
ambition as it is returning. Outside
Influences depress first the •inside
nerves" then the stomach, Heart,
and Kidneys will usually fail
Strengthen these failing nerves with
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and see how
nickly health will be yours again.
derodAtFowler Dru Cu.
RECIPE FOR
DIXIE ICE CREAM
Can be made and frozen in 101
minutes at cost of
One Cent a Plate.
Stir contents of one 13c. package
Jell-0 ICE GRUM Powder
into a quart of milk and freeze.
No cooking, no heating, nothing
else to add. Everything but the
ice and milk in the package.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
This makes 2 quarts of the,most
delicious ice cream you ever ate.
Five Kinds • Chocolate, Vanilla. Straw-
berry, Lemon and Unflavored.
• 2 packages 25c. at your grocers,
or by mail if he does not keep it.
Illustrated Recipe Book Free.
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. V.
MEAL GUNS
TH NT WILL UNLIMBER INCOMING
KENTUCKY CAMPAIGN.
All The Eloquent Orators in The
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky., Aug 22.— hood. This particular virtue of our
To the citizens of Christian coun- fathers is left as a legacy to their
ty. children and notwithstanding pub-
Greetings: By order of the ad- lie opinion to the contrary, ninety-
visory council, Christian county nine per cent of the colored people
Civic league, the undersigned corn- of Hopkinsville and Christian coun-
mittee is authorizesl to prepare and I LA entertain the same feeling and
publish the following address to the friendship toward the white people
public, as did our fathers ano will go as far
as b.ny of our white brothers in de-
fense of sacred womanhood againstWhereas, in tee providence of
GA, through the sacrificing of any man or set of men who dares to
thousands of human lives, we the cross a single threshold.
I The task of which the Civic league
colored people of the United States,
by act of congress have been raised
from the depths of slavery and serf-
dom to the level oi citizenship.
Being suddenly ushered into this
wide era of responsibility, cur fath-
ers went about the task, meeting
every requirement as best they could
of American civilization with fear
and trembling.
We feel that we share the bless-
ings of American civilization with
every protection this government is
capable of giving is ours by inhert-
Party ance,
Are Ready to Preach The Demo-
cratic Gospel
Kentucky Democrats are cLesty
over the array of speakers who will
be put into the campaign for Bryan
and Kern in Kentucky this fall,says
Our grandfathers' blood helped to
dedicate this nation's altar to religi-
our liberty and civic freedom.
From the first battle on Bos• ton
commons to the sweeping of San
Juan hights the colored than has
stood side by side with his his white
brother and friend, an unyielding
supporter n d defender of the proud
est, truest, and bravest of the many
the Louisville correspondent of the ; flags now floating on the breeze.
Cincinnati Enquirer. Among those
alreaoy on the list are Congressman
011ie M. James, A. 0. Stanley, Ben
Johnson, Swagar Sherley, Harvey
Helm, Pres Kimball, United States
Senators James B. McCreary and
Thomas H. Paynter, former Gover-
nor J. C.W. Beckham,R. Y.Thomas,
Jr., former Congressman Charles K.
Wheeler, James N. Kehoe, Jere A. the principles of slavery, we seek to
itnperss the public with the fact thatSullivan, S. W. Hager and J. Camp-
there grew up a friendship betweenbell Cantrill. In addition, John W.
Kern, Democratic nominee for vice- master and slave that transcended
president; Representative Henry D. the bounds of mere ownership and
Clayton, of Alabama; W. Burke servitude. Both (master and slave)
bCockran, of New. York, and other eing human the inner man sought
speakers of national fame will be the friendship of a kindred nature,
heard in Kentucky before the ca thus in the very nature of thingsm-
paign is over. I the master loved the slave and the
Congressman Ben Johnson, chair- slave loved the master with a love
man of the state campaign commit- I that over shadowed the blackness of
of the principles of slavery itself.tee,has c.,rn-4 to Louisville and form-
ally open,,d the state headquarters. ILI the civil war when the master
Later aloee in the campaign J udge left his home to fight under the bars
Hager, who is chairman of tl e to bind tighter the shackles about
speakers' bureau,will come to Louis- his feet, he (the slave) remained loy-
vine to give all his time to the as_ al to his master's domestic interests.
signment.of speakers and to assist- He evidenced his unswerving d evo-
ing Chairman Johnson in organizing don to his master by tilling the- soil;
various counties in the state. The gathering the corn and picking the
Democrats will make an organize- cott9n by day and lying about the
tem in every precinct in the com-
monwealth and will shortly be in
communication with the voters in
every precinct. The Kentucky DemoT,.
crats hope to be able to look after
the situation in this state without
any assistance from the national
committee. On the other hand, Ken-
tuckians are figuring on rendering
some financial assistance to the
national committee.
Diarrhoea Cured.
"My father has for years been
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried
every means possible to effect a cure
without avail," writes John H. Zir-
kle of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colic, '21)olera and
Diarrhoea Remedy advertised in the
Philippi Republican and decided to
try it. The result is one bottle cured
himand he has not suffered with the
disease for eighteen months. Before
taking this remedy he was a con-
stant sufferer. He is now sound and
well, and although sixty years old,
can do as much work as a young
man." Sold by Anderaontic:Fowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
--..1.1.—•-•111••—••••111111•••
Looking Ahead.
"Why is Maud riding around with
that old fossil wIten there are so many
younger men"
"Never fear but what she knows.
Her idea is that bright girls should
train up rich uncles in the way they
should go."
Cured hay Fever And Summer Cold.
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Ind.,
writes: "Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that it interfered with my
business. I had many of the symp-
tons of hay fever, and a doctor's pre-
scription did not reach my case, and
I took several medicines which
seemed only to aggravate it. Fortu-
nately I insisted upon having Foley's
Honey and Nan It quickly cured
me. My wife has since used Foley's
Honey and Tar with the same suc-
cess." For sale by L. A. Johnson tic
Co.
Real Estate. i
I
1 
List your property for sale with ! 
Wood & Wood real estate agents. I
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74 H
and 14-2.
door of his mistress at night as a
faithful watchdog, ever ready, if
need be, to rush into the jaws of hell
in defense of the virtue of woman-
has set itself is the arousing of the
public conscience, the education of
opinion to the suppoct of a friendly
feeling that has existed between the
race for generations past.
We hereby urge upon our people
to discourage idleness in the youths
of our city and county.
Since idleness is the one success-
ful breeder of crime and criminals,
the object of the Civic leagr is to
teach ehe young negro that there is
dignity in honest toil; to obey the
law, to bring themselves into the
circle of some moral influence; to
seek the friendship of those with
whom he may come in contact daily;
to keep inviolate the exactitudes of
the moral law and thus merit every
guarantee made under the law for
the protection of life and property.
We urge upon our people to close
their doors against the evil doers
and compel them to amend their
ways o'r leave the community, thus
insuring us against any probable
friction which might occur by
reasons of their continued presence
among us. We congratulate our-
selves in Christian county that we
have not been the cause of any lo-
cal disturbance directly or indirect-
ly that has in any way unhinged the
harmony or peace of the land. We
desire and ask the friendship and co
operation of our white neighbors,
regardless of political parties, in our.
effcrts to make Hopkinsville and
Christian county the best place on
earth to live in for those who obey
the law.
We ask the land owners and farm-
ers throughout the country to give
'every advice and inducement pos-
sible to keep our people on the farms
where they can earn an honest liv-
ing by honest toil.
The Civic league desires to co-
operate with the country farmers in
their efforts to secure responsible
laborers, any sugeestion from the
farmers as to the proper course to
pursue will be thankfully received.
With malice toward none, and
charity for all, we remain fratern-
ally,
Christian County Civic League.
Committee—T. J. Moppin, presi-
dent; W. C. Davis, secretary; E. W.
Glass, J. H. Laprade, Will Sum-
mers.
Something
Goon
J. Miller
Clark
The Christian County
Colored Civic League.
The Friendship of Slavery.
It is amazing to some to find such
strong tieti of frienlship existing be-
tween the ex-master and ex-slave in
Christian county. To those of us
who understand the friendship of
slavery in its truest sense, this seems
but natural. Without discussing
Address.
Don't Grumble
When your joints ache and you suf-
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle
of Ballard's Snow Liniment and get
instant relief. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Burns, Cuts, . Con-
tracted Muscles, Sore Chest, etc. Mr
I. T. Bogy, a prominent merchant at
Willow Point, Tex., says that he
finds Ballard's Snow Liniment the
best all round Liniment he ever us-
ed. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
Not a Wire.
"My wife sent me a message by wire-
less."
"Isn't that expensive?"
"Oh. no."
"L siD.Dowli it would. "
Attention, Asthma Sufferers!
Foley's Honey and Tar will give
immediate relief to asthma sufferers
and has cured many cases that had
refused to yield to other treatment.
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, !colds and all
throat and lung trouble. Contains
no harmful drugs. For sale by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
 •  
Different Brand.
"You say he is a layer?"
"Well, not in active practice. He is
what they call n consulting attorley."
"That must be diffokrent from the one
who was cross questioning me."
"What kind was he?"
"I don't know exactly. An insulting
attorney. I think."
A Boon to Elderly People.
Most elderly people have some
l‘
kidney or blad,der disorder that is
. bath painful and dangerous. Foley's
Kidney Remedy has proven a boon
to many elderly people ae it stimu-
lates the urinary organs, 4porrects
irregularities and tones up the whole
system. Commence taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy at once and be
vigorous. For sale by L. A. John-
son & Co.
ftd-w ' miter Wood P. Son
, 
No one is immune from kidney
trouble, so just remember that
1 Foley's Kidney Remedy will stop the
IC* II:1 Xt. X. Are .. i
gears t.!1 The Kali You Have Aiwws
Attorneys-at-Law irregularities and cure any case of• kidney or bladder troubles that tale
riot beyond the reac ofHopkinsville, - Kentucky Wt.... h medicirio.T
.122e.10.t
gig
 
JELL 0
The DaintyDessErt
PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simply add boil-
ing water, cool and serve. lk. per package at
all grocers. 7 flavors. Refuse all substitutes. -
DR. C. P. ISBEL,
—of the—
Dr. R. L. Bradley, 1
Veterinary Surgeon, i
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col, 1
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot % and „
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; fling by a neNs
process. Very specia surgical opei
ations for ti a cure o Spavins and FOR SALE—Four good large
Strine•lialt. Neurotomy for the curt
of lameness in Navicular diseases. mules with gears and wagon or with
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable, out. From 7 to 8 
yea 
old. Apply
1
East Ninth street, near L. & N. de- to V. L. Gates, 9thSrts. d&wtf
pot. Telephone 45. 
ALL CALLS by letter or telephoe
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCK)
•
tiR.KINO'S NEW DISCOVIER1
Will Surely Stop That Couch.
McKillip Veterinary
COLLEUE, of,CHICAGO,
Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
for the practice of Veterinary
Surgery and Dentistry.
Office at Layne's Stable
Ninth Street.
The Illinois Central will sell round
trip tickets to Lexington, Ky.. Sep-
tember 21-24, 1908, account grand
lodge, Knights of Pythias of Ken-
tucky. Rates one first class fare
plus 25 cts.
G. R. Newman Agent.
• •
A CURE FOR
'RHEUMATISM
-Rheumatism is caused by an excess of uric acid in the hlood,-which is
carried through the circulation to all portions of the system. Every muscle,
nerve, bone and joint absorbs the acrid, pain-producing poison, causing
aches, inflammation, stiffness and other well known symptoms of the disease.
Permanent relief from the pains and discomfort of Rheumatism cannot be
expected from the use of liniments, plasters, and other external treatment
which does not reach the blood, where the cause is located. Such measures
give temporary relief, but in order to cure Rheumatism the uric acid and
inflammatory poison must be expelled from the blood. S. S. S. cures
Rheumatism because it is a perfect blood purifier. It goes down into the
circulation, neutralizes the uric acid and drives it from the blood. S. S. S.
expels the irritating, inflammatory matter which is causing the pain, swell-
ing and other discomfort, enriches the weak, sour blood, and permanently
cures Rheumatism. In all forms of Rheumatism, whether acute or chronic,
S. S. S. will be found a safe, vetz.etable remedy, possessing the properties
needed to cure, and at the same time a medicine that builds up the entire
system by its fine tonic effects. Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice
free to all who'write. THE wan SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
KENTUCKY'S MUST SHOW*
T,HEAT -'ir-AIR
LOUISVILLE-
SEPT •14 •15 .16.17 .18 .19 .1908-
SDC BIG DAYS DAILY RACF.S
$25,000 IN PREMIUMSe
WEBER'S BAND 20 SIDESHOWS
rRED AT TRACTIONs
Here is the place to display your live stock and farm
products; to meet your friends; and to combine amusement
with information. Show every day, rain or shine, in our new
$100,000 Live Stock Pavilion. Be one of the quarter of a
million to visit this year's Fair.
LOW RAILROAD RATES
for information, entry blanks or catalog. address
J. W. NEWMAN. Secretary •e Louisville. Ky.
••••1•EIMMII••••••••••••
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The Wisdom
of Saving
Is proven in every walk of life and the
most potent fact of all is the undisput-
ed result that all men who now have
fortunes began with saving accounts.
Try it, it' s an underta kin in which you
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
cent. interest and open an account
with you even thougn you begin with
but a single dollar,
Commercial St
Savinds Bank.
Open Saturday evenings for benefit
of wage earners.
Tenn. Central Time Table
EAST BOUND
No. 26, Nashville Mail, leaves 
No. 208, Nashville Mail, leaves „ 
WEST BOUND
No. 321, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrives 
No. 25, Clarksville and Hu! •
 6:42 a. m. 
3:60 p. m.
•
•:
•
•
•
•
•-•••
•
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andt TWO BULLDOGS
A Thought for the Day
The noblest question in the :
world is: What good may I do :
in it?
—Benjamin Franklin :
R. C. Hardwick, one of Hopkins-
ville's leading citizens, and his es-
timable family will leave in the next
week or two for Owensboro where
they will hereafter reside. For near-
ly a year,Mr.Hardwick has planned
to move to Owensboro, where his
wife's family lives, and has had a
business house rented there during
that time. He will open a large
jewelry store and, in addition, will
operete a factory for eye glass lenses.
Mr. Hardwick will continue his
jewely establishment here under the
management of Geo. C. Kolb and
Walter Howe, but will sell out his
drugstore. The departure of Mr.
Hardwick and his family will great-
ly be regretted in business, social
and church circles.
By a unanimous vote of the direc-
tors of the Commercial & Savings
Bank, Edward W. Moore, of Owens-
boro, was Saturday afternoon elect-
ed cashier of this flourishing finan-
cial institution, vice Gus T.Brannon,
who has resigned to remove to Birm-
ingham, Ala. After considering the
the claims of many excellent bank-
ing men, the directors readily agreed
on Mr. Moore and tendered him the
position, which he nas accepted.
Mr. Moore, who is a son of Mr and
Mrs. W. H. Moore, has had a wide
and valuable banking experience.
He and his father were the
founders in 1898 of the Eagle
Bank, of Owensboro, which has
been, and is now, one of the most
successful banks in that city. His
father, in January 1907, disposed of
his interests and purchased a farm
near this city. Edward Moore con-
tinued his connection with the Eagle
Bank until induced to come to Hop-
kinsville. He will take charge of
his duties at the Commercial and
Saving Bank on September 1. In
addition to being an addition to
business circles, Mr. Moore is
gentleman of delightful .personality
and will receive a cordial social
welcome.
Ringling Brothers' circus closed
contracts for its appearance here on
Thursday, Thursday October 1. The
show is so big that much trouble was
experienced in securing suitable
grounds. Finally, T. J. Tate rented
his Sharp's field property. Four
acres were required for the horse
tents alone.
J. G.Hord has returned from Red-
lands, California, accompanied by
his son, Grover, who has been in the
west for his health, and whose con-
dition is improved.
The many friends of Master Her-
bert Lee McPherson who has been
ill with fever will be glad to hear
he is better today.
Johnny Renshaw and Miss Annie
4k Lee ,Creck were married Tnesdsy
night. Both are under age, and the
license was issued them by per-
mission of the respective parents.
Miss Creek is a pretty daughter of
the Rev. W. F. Crick and Mr. Ren-
shaw is a son of J. T. Renshaw. of
the Crofton neighborhood. The cere-
mony was performed at the
bride's home by Rev. Crick.
Riley B. Butler. sergeant in Com-
pany D,Third Kentucky state guard
was Saeurday night appointed by
Adjutant Generel Johnston as sup-
erintendent of the state arsenal at
Frankfort. He is well qualified for
the position. Mr. Butler was grad-
uated this year at South Kentucky
College where he was an officer of
cadets. His home is at St. Charles
and .he has been a member of the
state guard several years. Mr. But-
ler left today for Frankfort. His
position will pay $800 a year.
B. E. W. Stout, who has been act-
ing as detachment quartermaster
sergeant in western Kentucky, has
resigned and will (niter echool.
shortly. C. W. Haynes, of Marlon,
first sergeant Co. K., has been de-
tailed to the position and he has
taken charge. He will make his
headquarters in Hopkinsville.
Dies In Texas.
News has been received in the city
of the death of Robert P. Owsley, a
former resident. He died Saturday
at his home in Beaumont, Texas.
Mr Owe ley was 46 years of age and a
native of Christian county.
At. ets St. AL..
Been the The Kind Yu Hon Always Into
know. it44e
HOPKINSVILLE GIRL AND PLAY-
MATE ARE ATTACKED.
Both Were Painfully Injured at Clarks-
ville—Dogs Shot and Owner
Under Bond.
Eudora Shadoin. little daughter of
Mrs. Kate Shadoin, of this city, and
Topsy Moody, a playmate, were
bitten by two bulldogs Saturday
evening at Clarksville. The children
were out walking when the dogs at-
tacked them. Both girls were very
painfully injured. The dogs, which
belonged to Sam Dabney, a mai
carrier, were shot by the police, and
Dabney was put under $100 bond. A
short time ago the same dogs at
tacked and nearly killed a mule.
Mrs. Shadoin, who was visiting in
Clarksville with her daughter,
brought the child home Sunday.
Bankrupt Sale
In the District Court of the
United States, For the
Western District of
Kentucky.
In matter of Hopkinsville Lumber
Company, bankrupt, in bankruptcy.
OWENSBORO DIVISION.
In pursuance of an order of sale
entered herein, the trustee, the
Planters Bank & Trust company,
will, on Tuesday, the first day of
September, at ten o'clock, a. m.. sell
at publin auction, to the highest bid-
der on a credit of six months, at the
plant of the Hopkinsville Lumber
company, situated in and near the
city of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, in
which said company recently did
business the following property, to-
wit: Two parcels of land situated
near Hopkinsville, in Christian
county, Kentucky, described as fol-
lows:
FIRST TRACT: "Beginning at a
point marked by a stake on the Can-
ton pike; thence with the west edge
of said pike, with the meanders
thereof, 300 feet to the corner of M.
.F. Crenshaw's lot on said pike;
thence with a line of said Crenshaw,
N 634, W 410 teet to a stake another
corner of said Crenshaw, thence, at
right angles to said second line, or
S263 W 300 feet to a stake; thence
with a straight line from said last
stake to the begineing; but except-
ing and excluding from this convey-
ance a lot on the most easternly e'er-
tier of said parcel, fronting fifty feet
on Canton pike and running back
one hundred feet on the northeast-
ern boundary, more or less, which
excepted strip or lot was conveyed
to C. L. Mayes, and Lis deed is re-
ferred to for accurate description of,
same. Thieis the-serne lot conveyed
to J. A. Wallace and W. A. Adcock
on the 26th of January, 1904, by deed
from Fannie Phelps, Corrie Phelps
and Lillie B. Phelps, now recorded
in Christian county clerk's office in
Deed Book No. 107, at page 119, and
the said Adcock's interest in said
lot was conveyed by him and wife
to said R. H. DeTreville, on the 28th
day of December, 1906, by deed re-
corded in Deed Book No.113, at page
369, in the same office."
SECOND TRACT: "Was con-
veyed to said :Wallace & Adcock,
jointly on March 8, 4906, by Fannie
Phelps. Corrie Phelps and Lillie B.
Phelps by deed recorded in same of-
fice in Deed Book No. 112, page 139
teed the interest of W. A. Adcock in
same having been convoyed by him
and his wife to R. H. DeTreville by
deed dated December 28. 1906, re-
corded in same office in Deed Book
113, page 369. It is described as fol-
lows, to-wit: A ;ertain lot or par-
cel of ground situated neat the
western limits of the said city of
Hopkinsville, in the county and
state aforesaid, on the west side of
the Canton pike or street, adjoining
the property now owned and occu-
pied by the parties of the second
part, (referring to Wallace & Ad-
cock), being a part of the land de-
vised to the parties of the first part,
(referring to grantors, Fannie, Cor-
rie and Lillie Phelps), and their sis-
ter, by the a ill of their mother,
Mrs. Cornelia F. Phelps, dated Feb.
13, 1 , the' recorded on September
7, 1896, in the office of the clerk of
the Christian county court, in
Will Book Y, at page 384, and the
Interest of said sister, Mattie U.
Phelps, devised to said grantors,
Fannie Phelps and others by her
will of March i"), 1899, and recorded
In said office on August 7, AN, in
Will Book Z. at page 66, and the lot
I herein conveyed being bounded anddescribed as follows to wit: Begin-ning at a stake, Wallace and Ad-
cock's north corner, (now Wallace
& DeTreville,) also Kutch's corner;
thence in a westernly direction 631
feet to a stake in the line of die
Tennessee Central railroad right-of
way, being 83 feet south of southern
gatepost; then( e in a southern!y di-
rection and with said railroad right-
of-way, four hundr«1 and forty.
seven, (447) feet to a stake in said
right-of-way; theece in an easternly
direction eieht hundred and fifty-
eight(8581 ft. to west, edge of Canton
pike, at a stake; thence in a north-
easternly direction and with the
west elge of the said Canton pike
two hunired and sixty-nine (2690
feet to the corner of Wallace & Ad-
cock's, (now Wallace it DeTreville)
present lot of said pike; thence with
their present line and in a westernly
direction, three hundred feet to
another of their corners; thence
with their present western line in 8
northernly direction, to the point of
beginnning, containing by survey of
Rodman Y. Meacham, eight 53-100
Acres (853.)"
Also, all the machinery and ap-
pliances, which constitute the plant
recently operated by said company;
also certain lumber and materials
and other personal property.
Said real estate will be first offered
in two lots, together with the ma •
ehinery as follows: The second tract
(Aland, described above with the
buildings situated thereon will be
offered first, then, the first tract of
land with the buildings thereon. to-
gether with all the machinery ex-
cept three pieces of machinery of
which J. A. Fay & Egan Co.. has
liens, which will be sold separately;
then, the two lots of real estate, to
gether with all the machinery 'ex-
cept the three pieces above named
will be offered as a whole, and the
sale made in the way that most
money will he realized. Then, the
three pieces of machinery above de-
scribed,which is the.machinery that
J. A. Fay & Egan company, of Cin
cinnati, Ohio, have a lien on will be
sold separately. Then, the material,
lumber and other personal property
will be sold separately.
The purchaser or purchasers for
the real estate and machinery will
be required to give bond with good
security, or may pay cash. The lum-
ber and other personal property than
the machinery will be sold for cash.
This is a thoroughly well equipped
plant, and Hopkinsville is a good
location for a planing mill and lum-
ber contracting business. For fur-
ther information, address the
Planters Bank & Trust Company, or
Hunter Wood & Son, Hopkinsville,
Ky. July 29, 1908.
PLANTERS BANK & TRUST
COMPANY, Trustee.
Beautiful Women
Plump cheeks, flushed with the
soft glow of health and a pure cnin-
plexion, make all women beautiful.
'flake a small dose of Herbine after
each meal; it will prevent constipa-
tion and help you digest whet you
have eaten. Mrs Win M Stroud,
Midlothian, Tex.. writes: "We have
used Herbine in our family for eight
years, and found it the best medi-
cine we ever used for constipation,
bilious fever and malaria." Sold by
L. A. Johnson & Co.
Bucklen's Arnica Sai;ve
The Best Salve In The V./ •:ell
Night chool
Night and day school will begin
Monday, August 31, 1908. Cumb.
phone 272.
FOX'S BUST NESS COLLEGE.
Children in Pain
Never cry as do children who are
suffering from hunger. Such k the
cause of all babies who et e h ie + are
treattel for sickness, when they real-
ly are suffering ironi hunger. This
is caused from their food not being
assimilated out devoured by worms.
A few doses of White's Cream Ver-
mifuge will cause them to cease cry-
ing and begin to thrive at once. Give
it a trial. Sold by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
800
Feet of Curbing
for Sale
Also several first-class
Iron Fences
Meacham
Contracting Co.
Incorporated.
anates of the houses.
'•People are all aid to sleep for
what may come in the night and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George C.
afraid to get up for fear that their Long,
farms may have been laid waste.
"There is no protection Irmo any Miss Birdie Bingham, of Dallas,
but the few soldiers in the county, Texas, is the guest of Mrs. T. W.
and the activities of the Night Rid- Wootton.
ers are extending so that they are Mrs. '1 herus L. Gant has returned
driving people out of the county in from Chicago.
order to buy good land cheaply at
auction and control the crops that Mr. and Mrs.
 J. T. Hanbery have
are to be raised." returned from an easte
rn trip.
Mrs. Cora Dalton and son,Wesley,AmABssADUR DEAD red
Th 
turned fromvisits in Spring-
eodore Boatick, who spent the
summer in the country, has returned
HEIDELBERG, Aug 24.—Baron home. .
Speck von Steruberg, Geriean Am- Misses Mary McPherson and Eliza-
bassador to America, died here to- beth McPher
son returned Saturday
night from Mon tea.gle.
Chairman Whit Radford, of the
tobacco association, is in the city
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes and Miss
Martha Radford of Howell are in
town today.
day.
.11111r...terA
Oh, how much I wieh that I
had a picture of that-- Stop —
You can; you know that you
can get a kodak or camera from$
up. And it is a very simple
matter to finish the picture. If
you are a little timid on deve-
loping or ueing photographic
instruments just, call on us to.
teach you. We will be glad to
supply you with all necessities
and information.
Cook &
Higgins
TRIGG IS TREMBLING
DESPATCH SAYS THAT CONDI-
TIONS THERE ARE DREADFUL.
PERSONAL NOTES
(From Monday's Daily)
Mrs. William H. Jesup and the
Mases Quaeles %%eta to Dawson
SENTIMENT GROWS
Springs to-day. FOR AN END TO BE PUT TO THE
Jim-Southall, of Nashville, spent
yesterday in the city with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. South-
Many People Afraid to Sleep and Lights all.
Are Put Out Early to Foo I Mists Laurie Thurman, of Gracey,: Ad
jutant General Returns From Trip
the Riders. has returned from a trip to Niagara — Time Not Ripe For Withdrawal
Falls. of
DEVILMENT.
The following despatch from 
Robed Cummings, of Nashville, is
Cadiz, dated Aug 22, appears in the 
the guest of Wm. Campbell.
Clarksville Leaf Chroniole:
"Those officials who are not afraid
to tell the truth admit that condi-
tions in this county are primitive
Douglas Hancock has returned to
Memphis, after a visit to his parents
here.
Miss Frank Campbell left this
and barbaric at present. morning for Earlington.
"Lights are put out in farm houses M
early in the evening for fear that 
r. F. M. Mullen visited relatives
the Night Riders, who are contin-
in Logan county Sunday.
Adjutant General P. P. Johnston
returned from a trip through west-
ern Kentucky yesterday and at its
conclusion intimated that he was
undecided whether several of the
counties were ruled by the civil au-
thorities or the Night Riders. He is
strongly inclined to the belief tha
tinily prowling up and clown the Miss Carrie Lee Mann, of Carlisle, 'the Night Riders are little the
roads,may fire fancy shots at the in- Ky., is visiting relatives in the stronger in one or two of the coun-
Highland chapel neighborhood. ties. General Johnson made a
Clifton Long, of Texas, is visiting thorough examidatien into condi-
tions and believes tnat he gained a
good, first hand idea of just what
the situation is.
The state troops will be main-
tained throughout the districts
where they have been operating, for
General Johnston found ample need
for their services yet. He found,
however, that the sentiment is grow-
ing for an end of the lawlessness and
he believes that it is but a question
of time until those citizens who do
not countenance the night riding
and outrages, will take hold of
things and bring order out of chaos.
Men who first started the Night
Rioer organizations are appalled at
the extent to which it has gone, end
are now endeavoring to put an end
to it.
Gen. Johnson was in Eddyville,
Lyon county, where court had just
been held by Judge Cook, and where
the grand jury exonerated Judge
Cook and Commonwealth's Attorney
Smith of being connected with the
Night Riders. The grand; jury re-
Mr. Torn Buckner who arrived in turned no indictments against
Riders and declared that it was
unable to secure witnesses asCounty
Attorney Krone would not pro-
duce the witnesses. Krone de-
clares, however, that the grand jury
:lever asked for witnesses and never
even asked for him or invited him
Into the grand jury room. Krone
has done all in his power to stop the
lawlessness.
Two of the grand jurors did not
sign the report. exonerating Judge
Cook, says Gen. Johnston because
the report did not commend Krone
for his strict attention to his duty.
The others refused to put the clause
commending the county attorney
and one of the jurors named Dodds,
declined to sign the report. That
night Dodds' barn was burned, and
the reports said the fire was ac-
cidental, but the circumstences.
make it look mighty suspicious —
Frank fort Journal.
the city Saturday, left this morning
for his home in Jackson, Miss. .
Messrs Frank ann Joseph Stites
and Frank Dabney have returned
from a months stay at Bay View,
Mich.
Miss Jesse Ammerman, of Frank-
lin. Tenn., is the guest of Miss Car-
lotta Gregory.
J. a. Wright and J. M. Iorbes
have returned from Owensboro and
Henderson where they visited the
wagon works in those cities.
Seeking Health.
T. R. Windors will leave tonight
for Colorado for the benefit of his
health. He retains his saloon busi-
ness here and expects to return In
six or eight months.
1
Don't be afraid. Its an Anchor,
Webster's Dictionary describes ANCHOR as follows: "That
which gives stability or security —That on which we place 
depend-
ence for safely."
The users of an Anchor define it as "A buggy which insure
s
security—on which to place dependence for safety.'
Why does the Anchor insure security?
Because it is built right—with the strongest gear, shafts, body,
etc., ever constructed. Strongest, because of the high grade 
of
material and the way it is built.
If you appreciate high-class mechanical construction, you'l
l
appreciate the Anchor.
It's a stylish buggy too, comfortable and easy riding.
Price? Well, its too GOOD for the money.
Forbes Manufacturing Co
L Call at our storej(Incorporated)ourfirstehance and we'll show you somebuggy r
e
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To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for gradu-
ates.
Send for catalog.
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
"Igund's GrPtitest Business Scher
Clubbing
Offer
Here's a Good One
$1.55
The Tobacco Planter,
published at Guthrie in the interest
of the Dark Dist? ict Planters Pro-
tective Association and
The Weekly Ky., New Era
Both papers one year for $1.55.
$1.65
"The Tobacco Plant( r."
' "The Plante s Association
-0-- Book."
i411" "'Elie Weekly Kertucky New
All one year for $1.65.
a.
Year
Era.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New MUM/0
PRICE
FOR et""PF8 Iscie sue.Trial Cot oV.Ics. Free
AND ALL TkiRrms.r MIi i_UNG TROUBLES.
t %.11MMIIIIMIM11.011111MIMPIM.. 
GUARANTEED ,11.177YFACTOR
OR DIONF-!" REFUNI:ED.
ommampg "%Er% .T.b.
•-•-• '1r -`4417!----: ' 7 -
i-; ,14.IR BA' SAM
ktyg ,oen.1 1:e4 Liajr,
‘r• .
_^ 7-';-•;:e to Retstere Gray!
1. ^ Youthfv1 CaVutrig:
& hr I
,
The South Kentucky
Building et Loan
Association
( Incorporated)
Offers You the Best Investments
fur Your Savings.
Because it invests its funds
solely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of tne rinks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because an of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative socurity
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. N4_ cPherson, Sec.
ilasissramessarnams 
()rapport gives contracts, backed by chain
of 30 Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
years' success, to More positions undet
, reasonable conditions or refund tuition.
.POOKKEEPING petitors, by notDraughon'scom-accepting hIt
: proposition, concede that he teaches more
Itiokkeeping In THREE months than they
o In SIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
3HORTHAND 75 per cent of the• United StatesCourtReporters
•errite the system of Shorthand Draughon
: teaches, because they know It Is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, cal'
)110T write J1,10. F. DRAM liON, President
• DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
MK also soil) BY /4•11.1
(Incorporated)
PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS
CY 49. 1111 Ire 11.
Sean tat The Kati You Rare Alcm Bola
gsami*
CHRISTIAN COUNTY COURT.
IN M ArrEit
of it Gratb-d Coninion
School at LaFayette, Kentucky.
Order of Election.
At a regular tel m of this court,
in hi on the 3d of August. 1908: and
it aepearing that the petition signed
by the following persons:
"C. H. Bagby, C. B. Fraser, W.
R. Rose, W. D. Rose, Samuel Bum-
pus, J. F. Kirkman, S. C. Northing-
ton, J. J.Ezeli, E. J. Roper, J. F.
Stone, F. J. Fraser, Walter Garner,
R. L. Horn, W. N. Taylor, W. T.
Keatts, R. S. Wootton and S. M.
Fraser, was filed with the County
Judge of Christian County at the
last regular term of this court,
which occurred on July 6, 1908, ask-
ing that a graded common school by
organized with the boundary as
follows:
'Beginning at a point on the
Roaring Springs road, westwardly
from Joe Ezell's residence including
his farm -the above mentioned point
being two and one-half mile from
the Common School building in the
town of La Fayette; thence south-
west to Joseph Beazley's farm, in-
cluding same; thence southwardly
to T. H. Joiner's farm, excluding
same; thence southeast to and with
Trigg county line to the Tennessee
line, T. M. Clardy's farm. excluding
same; thence with said line, east-
wardly to it point north of F. T.
Summer's farm, excluding same,
thence northwarily to J. T. Hai.-
cock's farm, excluding same; thence
northeast to.east boundary at 'I'. H.
Elliott's farm including same;
thence northwest to George Bo:kite's
Baggett place. excluding same;
thence northwest to P. E. Snerill's
farm excluding same; thence west
to the intersection with LaFayette
and Hopkinsville road and LA-
Fayette and Mill road, excluding
farms of Mrs. N. E. Combs and Sid
Hancock's, to remain in the orignal
Bennettstown district; thence north-
west to Cayce farm, excluding same;
thence more northwest to John
Robinson's farm, excluding same;
thence west to Charley Bagby's
farm (formerly Thomas Terry), in-
cluding same; thence southwest to
the intersection with the Roaring
Springs road at the farm of
Joe E z el 1 's to the beginning".
And that the site of the
builling for the proposed graded
school be the present site of th
common school building for district
No. 29, at the corner of Harrison and
North Cross streets in the town of
LaFayette, Kentucky, which site,
is certified to be not more than two
and one-half miles from any part
of the boundary c f said proposed dis-
trict. And it appearing that said
petitioners are tax payers, legal vot-
ers and residents of the proposed
graded common school district and
of ti e first justice district in this
county.It further appearing that the
county superintendent has endorsed
on said petition his approval of same
and that a majority of the trustees
of said common school districts No.
29 and No. 17, which will be embrac-
ed in said proposed graded common
school district in whole or in part,
have endorsed their approval on
said petition, as provided by law,
and the court being sufficiently ad-
vised, orders that J. M. Renshaw,
sheriff of Christian county, be, and
is hereby directed, to cause a poll
to be opened, and an election to be
held at LaFayette, Kentucky, on
the 12th day of September 1908. The
same being forty days or more after
the entry of this order, for the pur-
pose of taking the census of the legal
voters, residing within the boundary
of said proposed gra led common
school district, whether there shall
be levied and collected an a,!nual
thx of fifty cents on each WO, of
property value therein, subject to
state and county taxation owned by
white persons; and $1.50 of roll tax
on each white male inhabitant of
said proposed graded common school
district over twenty-one years of
age, for the purpose of est tblishing
and maintaining a graded common
school district therein, as provided
by law.
The officers of said election will al-
so cause the legal voters of said
proposed graded common school
district to vote for five persons to be
trustees of same in case said tax
shall be approved. The officers of
said election will make return in
due form, and according to law of
the result of said election at the
earliest day practicable. after said
election shail have been held.
CHARLES 0. PRO WSE
Judge of Christian County Court
Notice is hereby given that in
obedience to the above order of the
county court of Christian county, I
will hold an election at the time and
place indicated therein from seven
o'clock, a. m. until four oclock p. m.
for the purposes set out in said or-
der; and that said election will be
held in common school building for
district No. 29, at LaFayette, Kens
tucky. Those who may vote are
white males over twenty-one years
old, who have been residents of the
proposed graded school district for
sixty days, and in the county for
six months. and in the state, one
year preceding day of said election.
August 14th, 1908.
J. M. RENSHAW,
Sheriff of Christian County.
Lesson IX.—Thii'd Qurte, Fo
Aug. 30, 100`.3.
r.r ,•••
•s.
rext. of the Leszon, I Sam. xxvi. 17:23.
fylemory Vcrsc, 21—Golciea Text, Luke
vi, 27—Ccrnmentary Prepared Ly Rcv.
D. M. Stearns.
by American Press AssociJtioc.J
Davkl is Still fleeing for his life
(*min 1.;atil. for Saul sought him every
:lay and saki, "If he be in the lana I
will search him out throughout all the
thousands of Judah" (xxiii. 14. 1.3). but
God delivered him not into his hand.
On one occasion Saul and his men
,-!ompassed David and his men round
about to take them, but just then a
tLessenger came to Saul saying, "Haste
!hee and come, for the Philistines have
invaded the land." so Saul returned
from pursuing David (xxiii, 26, 271.
After the parting of David and JOI111-
01111, as recorded in last week's lesson,
there fnihe.vcd that incident to which
mr Lord referred in Matt. xii, :I. when
lie said, "have ye not read what
Day hi did when he was an huagered,
and they that were with him?'"These
iessons were therefore a familiar por-
den to our Lord, as were all the Scrip-
tures, which lie loved to unfold to His
lisciples. That day at Nob the devil
was on hand in the person of Doeg the
Edomite, Saul's chief herdman, and he
became the murderer of eighty-live
iests, besides other men and women
and children. IT the command of San!
(xxii, 15, Pb. Abiathar, one of tho
OlieStS, eSC:1 ped and fled to David and
.old him the sad tale. leading David
to feel that he was guilty of the den Gm
if all those people. It was then that
David uttered those memorable words
to Abialln:r. "Abide thou with time:
fear not, for he that seeketh my life
seela.th thy life, but with we thou
dialt be in safeguard" (xxii, 23).
When, we think of the slaughter of
these priests of the Lord, the massacre
of the babes at Bethlehem and the
martyrs in all ages, we are simply
dumb, yet tempted to ask, Where 13
the love of God in all this? Then we
remember that He said to His dit7-
(doles, "Fear not them which kill the
body, but are not able to kill the soul"
(Matt. x, 2S), and He has also taught
us that "to (lie is gain," so that some
lay we shall see that all this work of
the devil brought no real harm to these
martyred ones, but only gain. We
;..annot see it now, but we can believe
it, and believing is seeing—faith is the
eye of the soul. The story of today's
lesson does not tell us of the first time
that David bad Saul in his power. See
in chapter xxiv how completely David
had him and how easily he might have
disposed of him, hut he refrained, say-
ing. "I will not put forth my hand
against my lord, for He is the Lord's
anointed" (xxiv. 10). He simply cut
JiT, the skirt of Saul's robe privily CI d
he might afterward show him how he
had him in his power and if possible
make him ashamed of himself and
his folly. He succeeded for a time and
in some measure, as we learn from
Saul's words in the end of that chap-
But, as we said in a previous les-
zon, no reliance can be placed upon
such a man possessed with such an
evil spirit. and now he is again pur-
suing him with 3,000 chosen men
(xxvi. 1, 2). and again God puts Saul
in David's power and causes a deem
sleep to come upon Saul and his men
while David and Abishai (David's sis-
ter's son) came by night and took the
F,pear and the cruse of water from
bolstee, and none of Saul's men
saw it nor knew it nor awaked he-
eause of that deep sleep from the Lord.
It must have been a sleep from the
Lord v.-hich held the guard to whom
Peter was chained that night of his
deliverance by the angel (Acts xiL C.
When Abishal urged David to take ad-
vantage of his opportunity and let him
smite Saul to the earth, promising that
one thrust would do the work, David
again refused to stretch forth his
hand against the Lord's anointed. say-
ing, "As the Lord liveth. the Lord shall
smite him, or his day shall come to
die, or he shall descend into battle and
perish" (verse 10). • He would leave
his enemy wholly to God and keep Ilk
hands off. It is possible for us to com-
mit our way and our works and all
people and things so wholly to God
and so leave them there that we can
dwell in God and see Him only.
When David had put a good distance
between Saul and himself he (Tie.:
out to Abner, the captain of Saul's
host, and told hint what a valiant man
he was and how well he had cared for
his master. Saul recognized David's
voice. David replied to him, asking if
It was God or man who had so stirred,
him against him, comparing himself to
a flea and a partridge, as he had for-
merly to a dead dog and a flea (verse
20; chapter XXIV, 14). Saul seemed
penitent again, confessed that he h.td
erred and played the fool and slotted
and fished David to return, assuring
him that he would no more do him
harm. David asked him to send for
his spear, reminded him again how he
had spared his life and appealed to the
Lord to render to every man His
righteousness and faithfulness. Note
David's habit of continually inquirieg
of the Lord (xxiii, 2, 4, 0-121 and see
Prov. ill, 5. 6; in chapter xxv the
death of Samuel, and the story of Abi-
gail, good and beautiful, and her fool-
ish, drunken husband. See her kind
words of encouragement to David
(verses 28-311 and note particularly
these: "The soul of my Lord shall be
bound in the bundle of life with the
Lord thy God." Appropriate this to
votyra44If
Winfree & Knight
Real Estate
Here's a big barealuina lam iii of
about 230 acres situated on t IC
souther -1 boulidary ot Cliyist an
county with about So acr.s of tine
thither, good resithoic t,,re house,
blacksmith shopa, about 50U0 feet of
timber, go,)41 log ‘vagoo), Wm wa-
gon, dump ea! t, hinder, mower
wheat diet' hay rake, disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, e der mill and all small
. tools, heeded on a farm, also full s?t,
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
land at $15 per acre if sold at once
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
Farm of 193 acres of land near
Sa ift Ford, good dwelling, tenant
house, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and wat -e•; will be sold cheap
Farm has two sets improvements
two good totacco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $5,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turopike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, ealiin and all necessary
outhouses. NV ill sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neigh borhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies well and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about 34 mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements amid well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
dues, fine new stable, cost *700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and co a house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house and good tobacco
barn..J1  acres desirable farming land
ill Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $.00 per acre.
Farm of 2484acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 13.6
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 6 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The Llace is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses:
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres well ithproved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
7734 acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
ville on Masons Mill road.
3669-i acres on Palmyra road near
Garrettsburg, Ky.
236 acres good red clay land, well
improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem-
broke, Ky.
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N.
R. R.
246 acres good improvements, 7
miles west of Hopkinsville. Price
$1500.
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
Mill road. Price $750.
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
on pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres *i miles S. W. of Crof-
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good Ito-
provemetuts,
325 acres 3 miles south of. Hop-
kinsville on pike.
253 acres 6 miles north of town.
530 acr-s 2 miles from Fairview,
Ky., ote. (.1 the finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
210.1 acres 6 miles soet h of Hopkins-
vi 
 1
428 acres 6 mile% southeast of Hop-
kinsville. Es., well improved.
100 acres 1 loll- frosol Oracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on
Kirk nianwille road, good improve-
ments. I rice $700.
385 acres 5 miles from city on the
Ularksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hook insville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.276
acres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
8734 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
145 acres 134 miles south of Hop-
k insville, Ky.
125 acres on Princeton road, 12
in ;la's 1.1•0111 HOT)I• ina) v Ky., 25
acres in timbsr, well improved and
bottom land, $10 per acre. 43 acres
holit 1 Mile from above tract, 10
l•rPs clew ed balance in timber.
Price $15 per acre.
Good3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
i ll wood repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
$700. Thia is a bargain.
FOR SAA14E—Fine farm of 400 acres
two miles E .st of Pembroke Finely
iinprov d stid in good state of culti-
vation; 75 acres in fine timber. Price
$45 perFors;attcl.:._e on
of the best homes
in Kelley's Station, Ky. House with
6 rooms and ! all, good ont houses
and 6 acres of land.
WINFREE & KNIGHT.
The A C and X Y Z of
VERTISIN
A SERIES OF TEN TALKS ON ADVERTISING
written by Seymour Eaton of Philadelphia
N
o.2
Advertising and news are first cousins.
The railroad and the stage coach are grandchild
and grandfather.
Four out of five advertisers still use stage coach
methods. The agency that distributes news has the
quickest, cheapest and most effective machinery for
distributing advertising. That agency is the news-
paper.
The man who passes your shop window is going
somewhere. He is on some other errand. If you
want to catch him when he is not in a hurry put your
shop window in the newspaper; a few articles at a
time. You can make a hundred and fifty thousand
people look at this kind of window every day and with
much better selling results than if that hundred
thousand walked by your shop one by one.
I know a retail store in one of our large cities,
a branch of an English house, which until the autumn
of 1906 was managed by an Englishman; austere,
conservative, dignified; a man who would have been
shocked to see his shop advertised in an American
newspaper. He had an exclusive trade and his net
profits amounted to about $20,000 a year. This
Englishman died. His assistant, an aggressive young
American, took charge. He advertised; advertised
continuously in the best local newspaper. Last year
this exclusive shop made a net profit of over $80,000.
Why? Simply because there are five hundred
thousand well-to-do people in that city who never knew
that this shop existed until they saw those advertise-
ments in the newspaper; and the shop has an ex-
cellent street location, too.
This is a concrete case, the facts of which I
personally know. The Englishman depended upon
the quality of his goods and his beautifully crested
stationery and his attractive shop window and his
perpendicular-backed dress-parade clerks; all of
which were above criticism. The young American put
the whole show into the newspaper; admission free.
Show me ten shops which advertise regularly in
a daily newspaper and I will show you nine that
are making money. The failure of the tenth is prob-
ably due to bad management of some sort.
Some people value goods by the price they pay;
others by the shop in which they buy; others by the
effect the goods hve upon their neighbors. It is only
the common workaday sensible peorle who vallie
goods by the goods. If you want all four classes as
customers it is your business as an a.dvertier to
make the cap fit.
4Copyright. 1905, by Tritut,e Corco3ny, Chicago.)
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CORTRIGHT METALSHINGLE§
ACENIARNALI 100110131.1111177
WACIELLIRIK, kowstwommt
ILIFAWAVIAI OIMMANAVAPAt
AKIWAVACIAIN steMMIVISMI
SAVES
COST
OF
INSUR
ANCE
—J
The BEST Fire Insurance thaZ any country building can have is 3
Cortright Metal Shingle Roof
It cannot born. It cannot leak. It never needs repairs, rnd makes
the handsomest long li -ed vof o,1 Insurance Companies
reco7ni-7.e its advana7.3 rnd are clad to quote lower prices where it is
used. Dr, p in and see them.
Forbes ManTg. Co., Incorporated llopkinsville, Ky
Field Seed
We have anything you want in this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
top prices either in seed or money.
Monarch Grain Co.,
(Incorporated) Wholesale and Retail
-
44404.-••- • -
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We Offer For Five Days Only, Be4innind
SATUR lAY, SEPT. 29TH
All Itifens
••..r." •
•
iling
at Four Special Price,sr
(EXCEPT BLUES, BLACKS AND NEW FALL GOODS)
Copyright 1908 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
-A
IPants. Fancy4 , , 
Vests and Skeleton Coats' 
.-r.
• • • v4/
• •• ,•••
$1 2 1 5 0 to 
155 now
All 3-piece Suits
Regularly Marked ,)
$7.50 to $109 now
All 2 and 3 piece Suits
Regularly Marked
-All 2 and 3-piece Suits
Regularly Marked
18150 to 22150, now
0•4•104 444444414311•7%
AU 2 and 3 piece
Silk', Regularly
I Marked $25, now
.90
.90
Pants marked 1.50 are now
t - 4ife • • •
• •
Pants marked 2.00 to 3.00, now
Pants marked 3.50 to 4.50, now
Pants marked 5.00 to 6.00, now
Pants marked 6.50 to 7.50, now
't OUR WHOLE STOCK Of
OUR WHOLE STOCK
lig5 t t rilY
. 99c
$1.59
$2.49
$3.49
$4.49
'• -
Coats
Coats
Coats
Coais
Good
Copyright 9
-
k
_
0 4,
11.6
1
o8 by Hart Schaffner & Ma:
Greatly Reduced
marked 3.50 are now - 2.00
marked 4.00 are now - 2.50
marked 5.00 are now - 3.00
marked $6 and $7 now - 4.50 f.„
for Office Wear the Year Round
1TE AND FANCY VESTS AT ONE-HALF OFF
OF PANAMA HATS AT ONE-THIRD OFF
• t.
' *Aga *col's", ar! ! 
I
qt mo. Aso!vo 'lift air osolva ft.' molteket,
V' I 4vi411"ki' 1YYV
earVIR
111
0
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